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Prelude

Figure 1. The poster image for the Learning from the West African Ebola Epidemic: The Role
of Governance in Preventing Epidemics held in NYC in 2016. Courtesy of the Hannah Arendt
Center for Politics and Humanities
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Introduction
In March of 2016, I attended a conference called Learning from the West African Ebola
Epidemic: The Role of Governance in Preventing Epidemics. One of the two keynote speakers,
Michael T. Osterholm, an expert in biosecurity and infectious diseases who directs the Center for
Infectious Disease Research and Policy (CIDRAP), was fielding questions from the audience
about the talk he had just given on where we went wrong in our response to the Ebola epidemic.
The “we” Osterholm was referring to include in no particular order biologists, epidemiologists,
consumers of the 24-hour news cycle, veterinarians, the Departments of State (DoS), Department
of Homeland Security (DHS), the Center for Disease Control (CDC), the World Health
Organization (WHO), and other organizations that were unnamed, but collectively referred to as
the non-profits and the NGOs (non-governmental organizations). When asked by an older
looking gentleman in the audience, “how was it possible that all of these organizations could
have missed, with all of their fancy technologies, and abundance of information, the Ebola
epidemic? Also, what, if anything, could we do to predict the next one?” Osterholm remarked
that “if the Ebola epidemic has taught us anything it is that there has become such a reliance on
models by public health professionals that in fact we have an epidemic of modeling.” Everyone
laughed, but I wondered about the old man’s question. How was it possible that professionals
and experts like Osterholm and the other individuals in attendance failed to predict the 2014
West African Ebola epidemic? Was it because there are too many models as Osterholm had
identified, are epidemics by nature hard to predict. or was it something else entirely?
A few months later while interning at the New York Department of Health and Mental
Hygiene (DOHMH), I got the business card of Dr. William B. Karesh, a veterinarian and
Executive Vice President for Health and Policy at EcoHealth Alliance (EHA). Billy as he likes to
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be called, was giving a presentation on emerging epidemics in Thailand. He captivated the
DOHMH workers with videos of bush meat stalls stocked with python meat, monkey arms, and
other exotic delicacies, and buttressed it with a call for One Health modeling. The stall despite its
assortment of delicacies, Billy warned, was a potential and likely site for a viral infectious
disease outbreak, very similar to what we all had just experienced with Ebola not too long ago.
Billy showed graph, after graph, after graph filled with colorful trend lines that were produced
with the best models that government grants could fund. He argued that if we were going to get
better at predicting the next outbreak of an emerging infectious disease (EID) we were going to
have to stop relying on models that did not take into account what was happening on the ground
socially. As well as those that did not take into account cultural practices around livestock,
wildlife, and the environment. If we want to prevent whatever might be lurking in a market place
halfway across the world from spreading both there and here, we would need to adapt our
biosurveillance techniques and create new tools for doing so. Billy was calling for awareness and
for action. What he wanted specifically was for individuals to know that organizations such as
the one that he helps to lead were already ahead of the game in trying to prevent the next big
epidemic or pandemic disease.
Between Michael and Billy one thing was apparent. They both believed that the world, or
rather humanity, as we know it has become increasingly vulnerable to zoonotic infectious
diseases, a disease caused by microorganisms that humans acquire from animals. They also
believed that the tools that we currently have at our disposal are not enough to treat them, let
alone to prevent them. The explicit and implicit calls for eschewing the old ways of public health
practices and the urges to create new kinds of knowledge-based practices, as well as the
recognition of perceived threats from the increased interaction between human and animals
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which has largely been driven by humans, were all major concerns for Michael and Billy, and as
I am sure they would tell anyone, it should be a major concern for all of us too.
My project takes those points seriously and as such is an attempt to map out these
concerns, the actors within them, and the power that they have in how expert knowledge
regarding human, animal, and environmental health (One Health) is created, negotiated, and
implemented in terms of the prevention of emerging pandemic and epidemic levels of zoonotic
infectious disease. Simultaneously I seek to answer the question of what role can anthropology
play in the prevention of these emerging zoonotic infectious diseases that goes beyond theory
building and contributes to the practical engagement of these global and public environmental
health issues.
To map these concerns and answer the question I pose, I conducted ethnographic and
participant/observation fieldwork at EcoHealth Alliance, a global environmental health nonprofit
organization dedicated to protecting wildlife and public health from the emergence of disease.
Located a few blocks north of West 34th St, EcoHealth leases the 17th floor of a rather
inconspicuous building that is sandwiched between a deli/market and the street corner across
from the recently built Hudson Yard 7-line train stop. Much like the building itself, EcoHealth’s
presence inside of the building is a mystery to the occupants of other floors. Once while riding
the elevator, an occupant of the TV studio on the 15th floor asked what it was that we do up there
on the 17th floor. I told him pandemic disease prevention, to which he said, “like Ebola and
Zika?” and to which I then responded, “something like that.” I had this kind of interaction with
denizens of the building from the moment when I made my first day trip in April of 2017 to
persuade Anthony Ramos, Senior Director of Marketing and Strategy, that my project was a
worthwhile endeavor for both my intellectual gains and the organization. I reached out to
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Anthony in March as I had been unable to reach Billy. On a cold call interview, I had explained
to Anthony that I was interested in how the research scientists and members given their different
disciplinary and methodological backgrounds created and negotiated the information that their
marketing and development, as well as policy team then had to take and make digestible to the
various government, media, and non-scientific actors. Intrigued, Anthony invited me to interview
for an intern position.
Moments later I met with Anthony in his office at the back of the suite. As a member of
the senior leadership team he was one of the few members of the organization that had an office.
At the start of the meeting, before I had even explained fully what the goal of my project was, it
was made clear to me that this relationship needed to be a mutually beneficial one.

Anthony:

I’d like to help you complete this project, but in order to do that I needed to make
the case for how we benefit from this. Our scientists are very busy, and people are
in and out of the office all of the time, you know, in different countries managing
projects, so we wanna make sure that everyone’s time is being well spent and that
ultimately the organization, as well yourself, is gaining something from this.
That’s what the senior leadership team is going to ask me, and I just want to make
sure that when I walk in there tomorrow morning for our meeting, since we
usually meet biweekly, that I can tell them this is who you are, this is what you
want to do, and this is how it’ll be beneficial for us. So, tell me, why is an
anthropologist interested in EcoHealth Alliance?”
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What I had told Anthony was that as far as non-profit organizations go EcoHealth was a
particularly niche one within the expansive network of global health actors and collaborators that
are concerned with infectious diseases. This is because EcoHealth is committed to using a “One
Health” approach to protecting the health of humans, animals, and people from emerging
zoonotic infectious diseases (EZID), which is same thing as a zoonotic disease except this one
appears in a place not previously recorded in an amount that is uncharacteristic of the particular
disease. The organization focuses its efforts around six key areas: biosurveillance, deforestation,
one health, pandemic prevention, and wildlife conservation. While presented as discrete
categorical areas, the concern is the prevention of emerging infectious diseases, and so each key
area is far more interconnected and collaborative when it comes to goal of preventing disease
outbreak than the website might portray it as. EcoHealth’s approach to prevention is through the
identification of hotspot regions across the world, where infectious diseases outbreaks are likely
to occur. These hotspot regions then become sites for the application of what EcoHealth
describes as their “unique” One Health approach. This approach as outlined by their website:

“uses a multidisciplinary method to solve health challenges caused by global changes
and human-animal interactions. We work with local governments, in-country scientists,
and policymakers around the world to make critical on-the-ground-changes for the
prediction and prevention of infectious disease. Our dedicated scientists conduct field
research and develop tools to save ecosystems and predict and prevent pandemics.”

Save, Predict, and Prevent; these are the patterns that emerge from EcoHealth’s mission
statement and various other areas on its website. The positioning of the organization as
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facilitator of the shared health interests between humans and animals within the context of
dynamic ecosystem changes, is intentional. A quote on the biography page for Billy firmly
establishes this:
“EcoHealth Alliance is the only organization in the world that is completely focused on
integrated global health with critical conservation challenges to make our world a better
place for all. I’m really honored and proud to be a member of the EcoHealth Alliance
team and work with our partners around the globe”.

My anthropological interest in EcoHealth Alliance is concerned with answering the question of
how such a niche organization creates meaning for itself amongst a network of other global
public health actors fighting to prevent the next big pandemic disease outbreak? EcoHealth
markets itself as unique in their approach to preventing the next pandemic. It is this selfidentified uniqueness and claim to difference, I argue allows them to create and implement new
tools and programs for navigating the volatile human-animal-ecosystem interfaces, and the
shifting landscape of health and biosecurity in an increasingly precarious world. By observing
the modeling practices of research scientists, participating in marketing and development
assignments such as designing a website, and attuning myself to the politics of project
management amongst other things, I show that the creation and implementation of expert
knowledge regarding pandemic prevention is not simply a reflection of objective scientific fact.
It is instead a reflection of how disease ecologists, policy makers, modelers, and other public
health professionals imagine, make sense of, and navigate the increasingly precarious
relationships between the microbiological, ecological, and anthropocentric world.
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Overview of Methodology
Over the span of an eight-month period I made three ethnographic field site visits to the
EcoHealth Alliance office in NYC. My first extended visit was in August of 2017 and I spent
almost the entire month at the organization’s headquarters. My second extended visit was in
January of 2018, and my last was in March of the same year. I spent a week at the headquarters
for the second visit, and two days for my third visit. Before my first extended visit in August, I
attended an evening marketing and development event organized by the Young Professionals
Council (YPC) as part of my role as an intern with the organization. We were all gathered in the
recreational lounge of a luxury apartment complex in Williamsburg. Out on the extended
balcony, overlooking the pier and with the sound of Ferry boats and tourists permeating the
background I asked Katie, a young woman who works part-time in marketing for EcoHealth
what exactly the purpose of the YPC was. She remarked that “it’s basically a party to groom
future donors for EcoHealth Alliance and people still get to call themselves young.” We laughed
and I continued mingling with these young future donors.
It was at this event for the grooming of young future donors, that I formulated what
threads of interest I would pull on when I finally assumed my role as a Special Projects Intern
with the Marketing and Development team in August. While there for the evening, three
particular themes came up throughout casual and informal conversation and the more prepared
announcements from Katie and Jenni Cheers, the Director of Donor Relations, and head of the
YPC. When Anthony was not present Jenni was my immediate supervisor. When she had called
everyone’s attention she wanted to thank people for coming including “our research scientists
who work tirelessly round the clock and all over the world preventing epidemics.” When Katie
went to go speak she wanted to make it very clear that “EcoHealth is framing the conversation in
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terms of conservation. Animals are not the enemy, and especially bats. Bats are not the enemy.
You know at the center of our infectious diseases problems are humans. EcoHealth Alliance
recognizes this and if we’re going to secure a healthy future then we have to shift the
conservation towards recognizing that most of our health threats are because of us and how we
interact with nature.” There was applause, and everyone continued to mingle.
Moments later I met Dr. Noam Ross, a senior research scientist and disease ecologist at
EcoHealth. Observing me from across the room scribbling field notes in my journal, he asked if I
was journalist and I explained to him that I was an undergraduate anthropology student
conducting an ethnography about EcoHealth Alliance for my senior project. Intrigued, Noam
continued to speak with me and over the course of our conversation he began to describe himself
as the math guy. When I had asked him what he meant by that, he said “I’m probably the person
that does the most math heavy on the spectrum of things when it comes to a lot of the modeling
and predictive stuff that we do. I guess I focus a lot on the meaning and behavior of numbers.” I
asked him how much math goes into the work done at EcoHealth predicting infectious diseases
outbreaks and he simply responded, “there’s a lot of math.” At the end of the evening three
themes had emerged for me: security, modeling, and one health marketing. Based on my
conversations formally and informally, as well as other observations on the phrases used such as
“the problem is not bats but humans” and “whenever I hear talk about EcoHealth and the work
that gets done I kind of remember how easy it is to be affected by these things”, the thing being
infectious diseases, it was easy to see these three threads of meaning woven throughout
EcoHealth.
In my role as special projects intern I was free to spend my time conducting observatory
work throughout the EcoHealth office. I floated between empty cubicles, conference rooms, and
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the offices of senior staff members sitting and observing the interactions between cubicle mates
in the East Wing and cubicle mates in the West Wing, as well as interactions between people of
both wing with each other. Likewise, the interactions of senior scientists with junior scientists
and the rankings of program assistants, associates, and as well as the relationship between these
groups and interns were all things that I had observed and took note of while at EcoHealth.
Customary traditions such as intern lunch every Thursday at noon during the summer time, as
well EcoHealth’s take on a weekly seminar series called “Science and Chill” where presenters
both from within the organization and outside of it gave lectures every Thursday at four on
whatever it was that they were working on that was relevant to the mission of EcoHealth.
Oftentimes these lectures featured copious amounts of beer and snacks followed by a post talk
get together a pub around the corner.
On the participatory side of things, in my role as special projects intern I attended
meetings of the modeling and analytics team, the marketing and development team, as well as
the behavioral team and primarily assisted with the formulation of a new website for the
organization that could keep us competitive with other nonprofits in both conservation and
public health NGO worlds. Additionally, as part of my quid pro quo with the organization
throughout my interviews with research scientists I asked my interviewees what the mission of
EcoHealth was, and then asked them to answer the question based on the work that they
specifically do and that they believe their colleagues to do. This particular thread relates to
understanding One Health, and I will return to this in Chapter 3. An organization such as
EcoHealth has to be particularly explicit and clear, as well as novel, in what it is that it is trying
to accomplish and how exactly it is different from other organizations, because of the increased
competition between EcoHealth’s collaborators, who are also competitors, for grants and other
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funds from the government, private individual donors, and other private/public philanthropic
groups and sources.
During my time at EcoHealth I conducted a total of twenty formal interviews with
research scientists, members of the development, and also staff members in human resources. All
interviews were at minimum an hour in length, and some varied after that from one hour and
fifteen or thirty minutes to almost two hours. These interviews were held in the conference
rooms, in vacant offices, at a coffee bar in some cases, and at an actual bar during happy hour in
one group case of a group interview. In all cases the interviews were formally informal, and my
colleagues were free to answer questions and direct the conversation as they saw fit. In most
cases I asked individuals to describe their journey to EcoHealth and how they got there and
depending on time I would ask for the greatest hits version of the story. In these moments most
folks journey stories centered around some connection to the head of the organization, Peter
Daszak, a renowned and provocative disease ecologist who occupies a kind of cult like
charismatic leader persona. In fact, on more than one interview occasion, the term cult was used
to describe some of the features of the organization. I talk more about this in Chapter 2, in
relation to charismatic data and the practice of modeling.
Depending on the role that the individual played within the organization the interviews
either went one of two ways. For the scientists their questions had to do with describing their
work and what their ideal day to day looks like, and how the actual day to day deviates from that.
Additionally, I would ask them questions about the various components of the work that they
were doing and for them to provide me with some the positive outcomes and difficulties of
producing, sharing, collaborating, and formatting the data they used to create deliverables for
their specific projects. In all of the interviews modeling came up as the central point of
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contention, as well as the odd nature of funding and grant sources, especially with regards to the
PREDICT I and PREDICT II projects. At this point I would ask my interlocutors to describe
their experiences as a scientist as the organization considers them including the tensions that
arise, the challenges, and the positives. I would then end with the question mission statement
question and following this every interviewee remarked that they couldn’t wait to read this,
because of my outside perspective of the place.
If the interviewee was not a scientist then, their questions had to do with the perceptions
of the organization. In similar fashion to the scientist’s interviews, I also asked non-scientists to
describe their work and what their ideal day to day looks like, and how the actual day to day
deviates from that. From here I would engage them in conversation about how they contribute to
the organization and what in particular they thought their colleagues, the scientists did, and what
patterns they thought they saw each in their individual tenures working for the organization.
Within this group of non-scientists, I also place the various interns I met over the summer time,
who while working on projects with the research scientist, saw themselves as occupying a kind
of liminal role within the organization and thus moved between the worlds of the research
scientists and the non-scientists of the organization.
Project Outline
In Chapter 1, PREDICT & EcoHealth Alliance as Illustrations of Biosecurity Today, I
focus on the relationship between EcoHealth and the PREDICT I and PREDICT II projects; two
very expensive government programs funded by the United States Agency for International
Development (USAID). The purpose of the program is to “focus on the detection and discovery
of zoonotic diseases at the wildlife-human interface” (website). Additionally, the program funds
80% of EcoHealth and is simultaneously administered by University of California-Davis,
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EcoHealth Alliance, Metabiota Inc. (formerly Global Viral Forecasting Inc.), Smithsonian
Institution, and Wildlife Conservation Society with support from Columbia and Harvard
universities, all of which are implementing partners. This network of partners while, partners, are
also a network of competitors for the same kinds of funds, grants, attention, and prestige. As
such the sharing, dissemination, and implementation of information is often politicized and
requires consistent negotiation, often with EcoHealth at the center.
My primary purpose in documenting and historicizing the relationship between
EcoHealth and the PREDICT programs and partners is to use it as an ethnographic example of
what biosecurity as an anthropological concern looks like. I use Stephen Collier, Andrew Lakoff,
and Paul Rabinow’s (2004) conception of biosecurity “as a domain to think through the
anthropology of contemporary times, an emergent space for the construction of the future, which
happens through the act of the creation of threats, risk, and security” (2004, 4) to illustrate how
PREDICT as a large and sprawling biosurveillance and biosecurity program technologizes
infectious disease, animals, and time in ways that get continuously reproduced and funded. By
juxtaposing this with a historical overview of EcoHealth and the role the organization plays
within the larger PREDICT framework, I show how EcoHealth came to embody the
technologizing of infectious disease, animals, and time as permeated by PREDICT as well as
how it came to form an identity based around its niche, ‘unique’ One Health approach to a
sprawling range of key areas surrounding emerging zoonotic infectious diseases.
In writing this chapter I also use Anna Tsing’s (2015) conception of precarity to think
through the anthropology of contemporary biosecurity as primarily being concerned with
survivability. Similarly, I draw on Foucault’s (1991, 2000, 2001) ideas of problematization as
articulated by the Collier, Lakoff, and Rabinow to think through how animal and other non-
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human populations under PREDICT become defined and open up new possibilities for
multispecies surveillance as well as for the new and emergent tools of a contemporary
biosurveillance systems. Additionally, I trace the problematization of biosecurity using Lakoff’s
(2008) notion of the generic biothreat and illustrate PREDICT and EcoHealth as contemporary
examples of institutions and practices born out of the generic biothreat.
In Chapter 2, Models, Maps, and the Epistemic Agency of Charismatic Data, I take a
closer look at the tools, methods, and practices around modeling and predicting disease
emergence as well as the research scientists behind them. Using a 2008 article published in the
journal Nature that some EcoHealth scientists in collaboration with other partners from
PREDICT published as a starting point, I use the hotspots map of that paper, to illustrate the
contentious nature of modeling as scientific practice and the negotiations that go into producing
maps and other forms of data. By analyzing the practice and conditions around modeling,
mapping, data visualization, and other EcoHealth rituals such as Science and Chill I show
through my interviews, hang outs, and event analyses not only how EcoHealth scientists
negotiate, produce, and assemble different types of knowledge and methodological expertise, but
also how the models and visualizations themselves, reflect the dreams, anxieties, and
personalities of the modelers, and the charisma of the organizations president, as well as how
they serve as social connections and extensions of these feelings, between various groups such as
donors, other scientists, policymakers, and lay people.
For this chapter I draw from various authors and their work on risk, but I highlight Sheila
Jasanoff’s (1993) analysis of how risk analysists actually carry out their work and the tensions
that it entails as an applicable framework to understand how EcoHealth research scientists
conduct their work using primarily quantitative techniques and sometime qualitative techniques.
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Additionally, I draw from Jessica O’Reilly (2017) ethnographic analysis of the scientific
modeling practices of Antarctic research scientists and their sensory and experiential experiences
that become reflected in the climate data that they produce, that then gets circulated globally to
examine how models and maps, create and facilitate new forms of social connectivity and reflect
the feelings and attitudes of the people who create them. Using the hotspots map that EcoHealth
produced as ethnographic example of Jessica O’Reilly’s theory I also link this particular analysis
with Sherry Ortner’s (1973) concept of key symbol to understand how the hotspots map
concentrates a wide range of emotions between scientists and marketing staff.
In Chapter 3, An IDEEAL One Health Approach, I analyze The Infectious Disease
Emergence and Economics of Altered Landscapes (IDEEAL) program as a case study of what a
One Health disease control program looks like. Additionally, I pick IDEEAL as a case study
from which to examine what it means to actually create and implement a One Health disease
prevention program and for EcoHealth to be a One Health organization. I consider this analysis
of IDEEAL against my own ruminations in my role as a marketing and development intern,
whose job it was it help create a new mission statement for the organization, and in doing so
found that almost no one at the organization was on the same page as to what it is that the
EcoHealth is actually doing. Here I try to reconcile this by pointing to IDEEAL as an ideal focal
point for the organization to rally around in the creation of mission statement that accurately and
honestly demonstrates the work that gets done by the scientists, marketers, and policy teams.
Finally, I conclude my project by synthesizing the previous chapters to show how it is
that in the space between the government funded program of PREDICT and the project such as
IDEAAL, EcoHealth comes to make claims of uniqueness which has motivated and allowed
them to create and implement new tools and programs for navigating the volatile human-animal-
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ecosystem interfaces, and the shifting landscape of health and biosecurity in an increasingly
precarious world.
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Prelude to Biosecurity

Figure 2. The front image for the UC-Davis Veterinary Medicine homepage, which links to
more information about PREDICT on the website. Underneath it is the implementation partners
of the PREDICT program.
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Chapter 1 – PREDICT & EcoHealth Alliance as Illustrations of Biosecurity Today
“Something must really be different”
During my second visit to EcoHealth Alliance, during January intercession, I had a
conversation with Dr. Evan Eskew. We sat in Jenni Cheer’s corner office in the East Wing of the
suite. She was away for the day, and so I had been conducting back to back interviews in her
office space. As I sat directly across from Evan and asked him how his day was going so far, he
said that it was going well and that he had to admit that he’d be lying if he wasn’t intrigued for
what we were about to do.

Evan:

Seeing you come and grab people to talk one after the other so systematically,
kind of like the FBI, has been pretty interesting so I’m pretty stoked to see what
this is all about.

I laughed and told Evan that I wondered what people might make of the systemized interview
setup that I had going on this week, but he could rest assured that this would be nothing like a
FBI interview. Although, I mentioned, at some point we will probably be talking about national
security.
Evan’s official title at EcoHealth is research scientist. A graduate of University of
California, Davis (UC-Davis), he holds a Ph.D. in Ecology, with a specialty in infectious disease
ecology and modeling, and is actually one of the few members of the organization who holds a
doctoral degree and also isn’t a member of the senior leadership team. In fact, Evan’s youthful
charm and demeanor, coupled with his lumberjack aesthetic and Southern accent, which
becomes more pronounced when he talks about things that excite him or make him laugh, hides
the fact that in any other circumstance, his credentials would make him senior to most of his
colleagues. When I asked him what he thought about this he laughed and said:
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Evan:

You know I never really thought about it like that, but I just got here and honestly
the seniority thing here is very complicated because like technically I report to
Noam, but I work a lot under Carlos, but I don’t report to Carlos, and I kind of
move around from project to project. Maybe in a few years I’ll see this out, but
for right now I’m just moving.
When Evan described the seniority makeup of EcoHealth as complicated, this wasn’t

surprising. Seniority at EcoHealth is determined by many different things: skillset, length of time
at the organization, projects managed, and grants pulled in, external connections in various
scientific communities, and then degrees earned. It is easier to understand seniority at EcoHealth
as something akin to a state of being. Seniority isn’t necessarily bestowed, it just happens.
However, what was surprising about Evan’s comment to me was that he had not actually been at
EcoHealth for that long, in fact by the time I had interviewed him, he had only been at EcoHealth
for a little over a year. The ease with which he grew into his role at EcoHealth becoming one of
the organizations go to disease ecology modelers, really showed. Given that he had been at the
organization for a little over a year I asked him to give me the best hits version of his arrival to
EcoHealth.
Once he finished describing to me his love of studying wildlife, his interest in studying
emerging diseases from a young age, and his embracing of the “creepy crawly creature dude
persona” because of his research sub-specialty in herpetology, the study of amphibians, Evan
mentioned that he happened to know a ‘dude’ who worked at EcoHealth who knew Peter, the
President. When that ‘dude’ left he applied for the ‘dude’s’ job, but then got a different position
at EcoHealth, because Brooke Watson, another research scientist at EcoHealth applied for the
same position, but since both were great candidates they were both hired. Evan’s surprise that he
had been assigned a different position than the one he applied for was not so unusual, but as he
said it was definitely an “interesting first experience.”
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As we spoke about interesting first experiences, I asked Evan about what it is that he does
at EcoHealth to which he responded that at first, he did a lot of modeling efforts on PREDICT
data, because that’s where he was found to be most useful. What he wants to do is actually travel
a lot more and go back into the field doing more fieldwork as he had been trained to do. What he
finds himself doing most of the time now however, is managing grants and working on projects
that he never, and he emphasized NEVER, would have imagined himself working on. Clearly
excited, his Southern accent became more prominent, as he started to detail this particular
moment in his professional career at EcoHealth.
Evan:

Yea man it’s kind of crazy! I’m a disease ecologist and we’re out here applying
for grants from DTRA (Defense Threat Reduction Agency) and Homeland
Security. Like, if you had asked me a few years ago about what I would be doing
here, I sure as in hell wouldn’t have thought this. I’m telling you when I got here,
I knew we were always a grant away from being in a situation where we might
have to really consider how we were going to keep the lights on, but whoa was
this different.

Mark:

Whoa, this really kind of came out of left field for you!

Evan:

Oh completely! I mean as I think about it, I should’ve realized how much more
concerned with security we were going to get.

Mark:

You said you should’ve realized how security focused EcoHealth was going.
What happened when you got here that sort of foreshadowed this for you, even
though it still came as a surprise?

Evan:

Have you been here for one of the all staff meetings that happen?

Mark:

No, but I know about them.

At this point in the conversation Evan began to sit upright. He leaned in a bit more
gesturing with his hands when he could, to describe a crucial moment in his time at EcoHealth.
Evan:

Okay, so a few months into me working here, we had what was my first staff
meeting, and it just so happens to have been right around the time Trump was
elected. I remember Peter you know gathering everyone and stuff like that, and it
obviously was going to be about Trump and stuff. Like, I’m sure you experienced
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it up on campus where you were, and it wasn’t like people were crying or
anything, but it there was definitely a kind of somber tone in the air. We knew the
meeting, would address the election in some way, but we didn’t know how. When
we finally got to talking, you know, Peter started to talk about how everything
would be the same for the moment, but that we were going to need to start pulling
in money from a lot more different places. NSF (National Science Foundation),
Homeland, State, USAID, if it even seems like something we’re doing or could
do, I want us on it.
Mark:

Whoa, that is a pretty serious mandate, but it doesn’t seem like that was too
different from what we were doing before, except perhaps it’s now more specific.

Evan:

Yea, no, it was definitely more explicit, and the craziest thing too is this. You
know the little company signature that’s at the bottom of our emails?

Mark:

Yea, it’s like two phrases or something like that with conservation in it I think.

Evan:

Yea, that’s the one. Well sometime after that meeting, and I kid you not, I started
to notice that it had actually been flipped, so that the other part of the phrase came
first, and I remember thinking to myself my like whoa man, if we’re really
changing the organizational signatures around, I mean, something must really be
different.
Evan’s observations were captivating, but his perception and understanding that

something must really be different, as he put it, had particularly stood out to me. I wondered
what the something was that Evan was referring to. While the election of Donald Trump as
President of the United States certainly signaled a change in the ways in which a variety of
things would operate, Evan’s own evaluation about Peter’s comment regarding a more focused
attention towards expanding the scope for grant opportunities suggested to me that the
‘something’ Evan was referring to was perhaps already there. For example, the increased
attention towards getting grants from governmental agencies that Peter had highlighted was
something EcoHealth was already doing. PREDICT-I and -II were themselves government
grants, and some of the most expensive ones ever given. Evan’s earlier understanding of his role
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as a disease ecologist working at the intersection of the area between security, ecology, and
public health was for him already present in the organization.
Evan’s “something” had to do with the changing role of the scientist in the face of new
and unprecedented health threats. While ecology and public health were things he was familiar
with, security was something that took him by surprise. As a scientist Evan was being asked to
become a security specialist in some sense. He was applying for grants from governmental
security organizations to prevent pandemic disease. The knowledge that he would help to
produce with funding from the government, would be articulated to national security and
biodefense specialists in the form of policy proposals. They would get turned into governmental
infrastructural and capacity building programs in foreign countries that have been identified as
‘at risk’ for potential emergence events. The knowledge would be used to identify, not just
surveil, populations of people, but also the creepy crawlies, mammalian and avian populations
whose biological predispositions mark them as threats to national and domestic borders.
In more theoretical terms, what Evan was witnessing and coming to terms with was his
role as an actor in the production of biosecurity. His sensitivity to the bio-political practices of
EcoHealth, such as the relationship between the organization’s funding stream and the kinds of
research programs that they cultivate and execute, as well as the increased emphasis that the
organization has placed on creating unique surveillance tools and software to separate itself from
its collaborators/competitors, were becoming for him, more and more apparent in his tenure at
the organization. In in this, chapter I chart the relationship between EcoHealth and the PREDICT
program to illustrate changing ideas of biosecurity. I show how these theoretical changes in
biosecurity as a concept influence the governmental security objectives of the USAID, as well as
the experiences of members of the organization in trying to understand and deal with the scale of
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their jobs and their roles as practitioners of biosecurity. In the end these historical developments
and experiences intersect to form a particularly salient ethnographic example of what
biosecurity, as example of an anthropology of the contemporary, actually looks like.

Biosecurity as an Element of the Anthropology of the Contemporary
I draw from anthropologists Stephen Collier, Andrew Lakoff, and Paul Rabinow’s
conception of biosecurity “as a domain to think through the anthropology of contemporary times,
an emergent space for the construction of the future, which happens through the act of the
creation of threats, risk, and security” (2004, 4). For these authors, biosecurity as a concept that
came to represent contemporary concerns is worth intellectual investigation because of two
arbitrarily specific developments: the development of genomic science, and the breakup of the
Soviet Union. Because of the practices surrounding the development and experimentation of
biological weapons during the period of mutually assured destruction (MAD) foreign policy, the
Soviet Union’s collapse led to, according to our authors “the disintegration of safeguards on the
activities of the world’s top biological weapons scientists, the largest stockpile of virulent
biological agents, and the most advanced expertise in the use of these agents as weapons” (2004,
3). Additionally, the advent of scientific understanding and mastery over complex biological
systems such as the ability to characterize and identify, as well as manipulate elements of the
human genome, together with the aforementioned breakdown of global restraints on biological
weapons, created the conditions under which grand ideas of the present and future and
humanity’s ability to deal with them, specifically the ability to predict and preemptively deal
with said issues, are born out of these two historical moments.
They point to the creation of the Human Genome Project, and the subsequent projects of
state modeling, planning, building, and intervention in former Soviet States as well as future
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states in the international order as examples of these grand ideas come to life. Furthermore, the
attack on the World Trade Center, pushed this grand narrative of prediction even further, with
more state apparatuses focusing efforts on predictive and surveillance technologies that
reconstituted otherwise benign and non-concerning objects as threats to be dealt with before they
could enact harm (2004, 4). Based on this it is clear that an anthropology of the contemporary as
suggested by them is concerned specifically with futurity. As these anthropologists write, the
notion put forward is that an anthropology of the contemporary is expressly concerned with how
conditions of the present are used to imagine the future, as a means of confronting problems of
contemporary life.
Biosecurity, while perhaps understood as the genealogies, imaginaries and emergent
articulations of biological weapons and biodefence (Collier, Lakoff, Rabinow 2004, 3), could
also crudely be understood as “making life safe … [by attempting] to monitor, regulate, and/or
halt the movements of various forms of life” (Bingham, Enticott, and Hinchliffe 2008,1528). As
a concept, biosecurity operates under the guidance of a circular logic where efforts are made to
understand the conditions of present realities as a means of imagining future possibilities, to then
manipulate current forms of bare life and existence. PREDICT as a biosecurity program
illustrates quite well what Collier, Lakoff, and Rabinow articulate as belonging to an
anthropological contemporary, because as a program it is concerned with strengthening global
capacity to prevent the outbreak of viral diseases with pandemic potential by building viral
surveillance and identifying and monitoring zoonotic pathogens in over 30 countries.
PREDICT’s primary purpose is to develop strategies and policy recommendations to minimize
pandemic risk and the primary funder of such a program is the USAID, Emerging Pandemic
Threats (EPT) program (U.C-Davis Website). PREDICT’s name is signal enough that it is
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concerned with the future. Its expansive global reach and intricate surveillance network of both
people, animals, and microbes, and its reconstitution of certain kinds of relationships and
interactions between these three groups as potential risks, are all very basic elements that
illustrate what it means for the emergence of contemporary practices to try and construct the
future through the creation of threats, risk, and security.
EcoHealth as an organizational site where biosecurity as a set of practices that gets
reproduced and created, as well as where these aforementioned elements of the anthropological
contemporary get noticed, as was the case with Evan, also presents itself as a site for
understanding elements that Collier and his fellow anthropologists undertheorize in their
formulation of an anthropology of the contemporary. Mainly this is the way in which the concept
of security, as a broad theoretically constructive tool, gets utilized as a means of formulating new
modes of thinking not simply about humans, but also the non-human other. EcoHealth for
example, is not concerned solely with threats to human health or even the well-being solely of
humans. Additionally, PREDICT, despite the fact that it is concerned with threats to human
health, is distinctly a One Health program, which means that it accounts for the health of animals
and humans, with a specific eye towards how the relationship between these two categories
disturb the microbiological world, such that ecological conditions give way to novel and/or
(re)emerging pandemic disease. Essentially, if biosecurity is to be an element of an
anthropological contemporary, then it has to take into account multispecies relationships, and the
precariousness of such relations.

Problematization and Precarity
When Billy, during his captivating presentation of bush meat stalls stocked with python
meat, monkey arms, and other exotic delicacies warned that despite the presentation of the exotic
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meats and assorted delicacies, he illustrated its potential as a likely site for a viral infectious
disease outbreak. He was arguing that if we were going to get better at predicting the next
outbreak of an EID we were going to have to stop relying on models that did not take into
account what was happening on the ground socially and that did not take into account practices
around livestock, wildlife, and the environment. Billy believed that the world, or rather
humanity, as we know it has become increasingly vulnerable to zoonotic infectious diseases and
the tools that we currently have at our disposal are not enough to treat them, let alone to prevent
them.
Theoretically speaking, what Billy was doing was engaging in what Michel Foucault
(1991, 2000, 2001) calls “problematization.” Collier, Lakoff, and Rabinow (2004) draw on
Foucault’s idea of problematization to think about biosecurity. Problematization, as Foucault
writes, “does not mean the representation of a pre-existent object nor the creation through
discourse of an object that did not exist. It is the ensemble of discursive and non-discursive
practices that make something enter into the play of true and false and constitute it as an object
of thought (whether in the form of moral reflection, scientific knowledge, political analysis,
etc.)” (1994, 670 cited in Collier, Lakoff, and Rabinow 2004). The reason that problematizations
are problematic, writes Foucault, is that something prior “must have happened to introduce
uncertainty, a loss of familiarity; that loss, that uncertainty is the result of difficulties in our
previous way of understanding, acting, relating” (1994, 598 cited in Collier, Lakoff, and
Rabinow 2004).
For the authors, to problematize biosecurity is to think through what about biosecurity
constitutes the loss of security or rather familiarity for individuals, organizations, sovereign
states, etc., and how does this loss of familiarity disrupt and contribute to new ways of
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understanding, knowing, and relating to the disruption. What are the new contributions and
analysis, “techno-scientific practices” that become mobilized in the shaping and operating of
these things within the domain of biosecurity? When Billy problematized exotic meats, livestock,
and animals as well as environmental health, like Evan, he was recognizing a feature, or set of
features, of his immediate world that was changing, and which others by virtue of giving the
presentation were not aware of, and thus needed to know.
What Billy understood was that securing health was not a human centered endeavor, and
what theories of biosecurity, especially as outlined by Collier, Lakoff, and Rabinow, often center
are human, and often privileged human views of the world that concern bioterrorism or human
centered disruptions. What I suggest here is that if we are to think about an anthropological
contemporary of biosecurity that we look to more recent theorizing of multispecies relations, in
order to show how powerful global health actors such as the USAID, problematize the
relationship between microbes, animals, and health as well as how those specific genealogies of
problematization create programs such as PREDICT that illustrate contemporary forms of
biosecurity. Ultimately, I show the conditions of how EcoHealth starts to form an identity based
around its niche, ‘unique’ One Health approach to a sprawling range of key areas surrounding
emerging zoonotic infectious diseases, which is influenced heavily by these genealogies of
problematization.
Any contemporary notion of biosecurity must account for the volatility that characterizes
much of modern life. Reflecting back to Evan’s story, I am reminded that the election of Donald
Trump to the position of President of the United States had signaled to many people some form
of change or what Evan characterized as something different. Evan’s story however also
highlighted the ways in which he noticed something was different already within the
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organization, because of his ever-morphing role as a disease ecologist, quasi-security specialist,
and public health professional.
During my fieldwork, I encountered other researchers at the EcoHealth who described
similar sentiments but hinted at the larger reasons as to why such conditions might exist. One
afternoon, in my first month of fieldwork, I sat in a quaint little coffee shop across the street from
the EcoHealth headquarters. Toph Allen, Director of Data Science, asked that we go there for our
chat, and as it rained quite heavily outside, he sat across from me rather toweringly because of
his height, and described that the Tech Team, which he heads, was pretty much its own
organization. Toph mentioned that part of the reason for this had to do with the fact that much of
the work that the tech team does is contracting with federal government agencies, specifically the
DHS and the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA). While they also created software and
were directly responsible for the various ‘unique’ tools that EcoHealth creates, the fluctuating
members of the tech team, some with training in sociology, anthropology, and engineering, as
well as biostatistics, and quantitative research skills found themselves acting more and more as
project and administrative managers, infectious disease modelers and analysts, and sometimes as
quasi-security specialists. Paraphrasing his colleague’s words, while representing his own
thoughts, Toph relayed the following:

Toph:

Trying to predict infectious diseases, especially for the purposes of national
security, which is what DHS and DTRA are concerned with, is almost impossible
to do when you think about it.

Mark:

Why is that? I imagine it’s incredibly difficult, but also, it’s not entirely out of the
realm of possibility.

Toph:

Right, well for one there are very few structured data sets on infectious diseases,
so we have to often utilize a lot of public information and data sets to achieve
surveillance techniques. Sometimes we look at a “curated data set” which is
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important because it easily allows for us to pull meaning from data for prevention,
and sometimes we look at some trendy Twitter things.
Mark:

I know a professor at Columbia’s School of Nursing who was trying to do
something like that with Twitter and Ebola last year, but the way she described it I
thought we were kind of far from being able to text mine like that.

Toph:

Well most of our funding comes from the DoD (Department of Defense) so
resource wise we can sometimes pull it off. Other times we resort to ambitious
projects like trying to collect troves of viral data, and then of course we need more
epi data. Like, just generic data from people not just animals so that we can see
how much viral data they share.

Mark:

So basically, there’s a shit ton of all types of data that either overlap, are hard to
get, or simply don’t exist.

Toph:

Basically, and then of course there’s our competitors and grant precarity, and the
fact that different governmental agencies are concerned with biosecurity in
different ways, like DoD and DHS are concerned with threats coming in rather
than threats going out, which makes sense for them.

Mark:

And everyone else?

Toph:

Everyone else is concerned with threats to health more generally, like PREDICT
is focused kind of everywhere, and on everything. I guess that’s the thing that
they all have in common, is that all of them are focused on everything, at least
everything that concerns threats to animal health and by extension of that human
health. I mean even agriculture and economics are concerns.

Mark:

Economic concerns?

Toph:

Yea, if you’re a country and there’s a pandemic outbreak of some kind, it’s likely
going to be zoonotic and it’s going to affect your livestock, potentially your crops,
trade is going to be affected, borders will close, and of course people will die, and
that costs money. So, you can see, pandemics create suffering, and suffering is
costly.
My conversation with Toph, like my conversation with Evan highlights not only the

sense that things were different when it came to the ways in which regular scientific practices
operated, but also that the issue at hand (i.e. the prevention of zoonotic pandemic diseases) itself
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that everyone was focused on, was simply different to the degree that it required a considerable
amount ingenuity, labor, and imagination. Pandemic prevention as a biosecurity threat was not
solely a human issue. The research scientists had to worry about economics, agriculture, and
other consequences. As Toph said, “suffering is costly”, and pandemic disease creates such
precarity that biosecurity as a concept has to account for precariousness at all levels and
interactions.
Historically, these kinds of concerns for the interaction between animals, human, and the
overall ecosystem, were as Anna Tsing describes them were concerns, “of fabulists, non-Western
and savage storytellers, who sought to remind us of the lively and active worlds that existed in
the periphery of our tunneled human vision” (2015, 6). Now it has become the stuff of serious
biological, ecological, and social scientific discussion, because if biosecurity at its crudest is
concerned with the maintenance of bare life, then current global issues such as the emergence of
zoonotic infectious diseases with pandemic potential, have made it such that it is unclear as to
whether or not life on Earth can continue because of the increasingly volatile entanglements of
multiple species. This sense of foreboding coupled with this attention towards these multispecies
entanglements have created a new kind of precarity, that Tsing defines as “the condition of being
vulnerable to others” (25) in contrast to simple definition of uncertainty.
As an element, I propose, of a contemporary notion of biosecurity, precarity is about
unpredictable transformations. It is about a lack of teleology, structured communities, and the
ability to make predictions on what were once relatively static categories. It is about an emerging
abandonment that pushes humans and non-humans away from livable life. An anthropological
contemporary, to revisit Collier, Lakoff, and Rabinow’s theoretical consideration, is one that
considers precarity brought on by political marginalization due to conflict, violence, and war in
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Iraq (Al-Mohammad 2012), temporal destabilization brought on by economic instability in a
rural Chile (Han 2011), reflexivity, ethnography and new forms of writing culture in dynamic
times (Stewart 2012), downward social mobility of millennials in post-communist era Bucharest
(O’Neill 2014), the disruption of labor in Brazil (Millar 2014), and animal moralities and politics
of becoming (Dave 2014). Precarity is about survival and it captures not only an element of
living in contemporary times, but also provides a powerful descriptive force of the sense of
urgency that accompanies imagining potential futures using conditions of the present. When
added to a notion of biosecurity, precarity adds a sense of urgency for survivability, and Toph
and Evans’ highlights of the whirlwind sense of changing cultural vibes, the sheer amount of
various kinds of multispecies data, the merging of various disciplinary knowledges, and the
recognition of producing biosecurity practices are all accounted for with this formulation of
biosecurity.

Genealogies of Problematization
PREDICT as a symbol of contemporary biosecurity and EcoHealth as a producer of
biosecurity practices is part of a long genealogy of problematizations within the domain of
biosecurity. PREDICT, for example, currently represents the most extreme example of the
problematization of human, animal, and larger ecosystem relationships. This program not only
“has compiled the most comprehensive data on the risk of zoonotic disease emergence
throughout the world” (UC-Davis website), it also brings together in the form of a consortium,
six organizations, both private and public, that collectively employ biologists, veterinarians,
epidemiologists, social scientists, policy and public administration works, statisticians, and even
journalists, all of whom are engaged to one degree or another in some form of biosurveillance,
capacity-building, field research, and marketing/development of humans, animals, and other
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relevant aspects of the environment. Additionally, the PREDICT I and II programs collectively
have a budget of $200 million dollars. According to the research scientists at EcoHealth this is
one of the largest grants ever administered, especially by the federal government, to fund
anything, let alone a biosurveillance program.
With these things in mind, I am reminded of Evan’s understanding that “something must
really be different,” and Toph’s assessment that “PREDICT is focused kind of everywhere, and
on everything”. A program of this magnitude, when understood as marking something different
about contemporary living and by extension biosecurity, begs the question of what was so
different about previous understandings of biosecurity and its assorted practices that created the
conditions for PREDICT and by extension EcoHealth to exist. When looked at as a matter of
tracing various developments of problematizations at the intersection of public health and
national security that give rise to new kinds of issues at the intersection of other fields, such as
ecology and economics with public health, one can begin to understand how PREDICT as a
program and EcoHealth as a site of biosecurity practices might come to illustrate the a growing
sense that life is becoming more and more precarious due to forces relatively out of our control.
While a historical analysis of the relationship between health, medicine and the rise of the
state and civilization from antiquity to the modern times, could produce an extensive record of
various problematizations that have occurred across time and space, I instead turn to Lakoff’s
comprehensive notion of the “generic biothreat” (2008). As Lakoff points out, the last three
decades saw increased interaction between national security experts and public health
professionals, specifically around the problem of infectious disease. The viral disease Influenza,
for example, a century ago infected 500 million people worldwide, resulting in the deaths of 50100 million people, which at the time was anywhere between 3-5% of the world’s population
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(Taubenberger and Morris, 2009). It emerged once again in 1976, killing one solider and
infecting dozens of people, and in 1997 Hong Kong, as well as a 2015 United States (Lakoff,
2008). Whereas the flu outbreaks from 1977 and before caught biosecurity professionals off
guard, the 2005 outbreak did not. This was because of a pandemic preparedness strategy, worth
$7.1 billion-dollars, the “largest proposal ever made at one time for public health” (Leavitt
2005), that had taken seriously the urgency with which another flu outbreak since the last one
three decades prior, was going to happen.
The pandemic preparedness strategy marked the first introduction of the problematization
of preparedness, where concerns and sentiments about pandemic diseases shifted from questions
of “can this occur” to questions of “when it will occur”. The preoccupancy with unpreparedness
as it relates to infectious disease, according to Lakoff, came to structure concerns about public
health threats and the responses to them. Now we are concerned with prediction, whereas
previously security professionals were preoccupied with prevention, and before that interdiction.
These concerns characterize various moments of articulation starting in the 17th century, where
interdiction as rational strategy was made against adversaries in the pursuit of securing the
sovereign or state power. The earliest point of a genealogy of problematization starts there,
where a series of practices developed around securing sovereign power. The 19th century on the
other hand, and the concern for public health and hygiene produced the rational strategy of
prevention. A key element of this strategy was to take urban cities and whole populations of
citizens as objects of security and management and to protect them from the threat of neverending and consistently reoccurring infectious disease. This would be the second point of
development for the genealogy of problematization, where practices develop around the security
of the population. The 20th century where, preparedness as a rational strategy for dealing with the
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threat of unpredictable cataclysmic events both manmade and naturally occurring, saw not only
an increasing abstraction of threat and what constituted it, hence the “generic biothreat,” but also
the call for and development of new kinds of practices around security.
The expansion of actors within the security framework moved outward. Whereas
sovereign state, and population security would be the business and focus of the king and his
army or physicians and enlightened aristocrats respectively, what Lakoff calls vital systems
security, became the focus of the citizen, the state, and organizations that acted autonomously
but with generous support from the both. The problem of preparedness and the development of a
vital systems conception of biosecurity, where “techniques of imaginative enactment to generate
knowledge about vulnerabilities … to social and economic life … [as a means] of assur[ing] the
continuous functioning of critical systems in the event of an emergency” (Lakoff 2008, 403), are
present not only as theoretical ideas, but one can see the language on the website of powerful
global health actors as the USAID: the bankroller and creator of the PREDICT program.

Entangled Histories of USAID and EcoHealth
The USAID mission statement reads, “We partner to end extreme poverty and promote
resilient, democratic societies while advancing our security and prosperity.” Security appears
most frequently in the Global Health Section and the Agriculture and Food Section. These two
sections are the only ones that contain a security agenda. The difference is that in the Global
Health Section, when security is mentioned, it’s accompanied by a sense of urgency, whereas
security in the Agricultural and Food Section is in many ways a stand in for the word
sustainability. The latter is concerned not necessarily with the traditional notion of security,
which is the idea of “protection from” something. Instead security here is contingent upon
“developing sustainable agriculture strategies, so countries can feed their populations without
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depleting their natural resources.” Security in the Global Health agenda is concerned with efforts
to “advance,” “bring together,” “work across” and also “elevate global health security.” It would
appear then, that security in in the USAID’s agenda is about shifting boundaries and blurring
categories to produce sustainable ways to survive. When the agency writes about pandemic
threats the disregard for boundaries becomes clearer. The site says that “about 75 percent of new
human diseases are caused by microbes that originate in animals … and that several of these
have spread extensively in human populations, causing global epidemic disease” and the
necessary tools must equally disregard boundaries. From here, the security agenda takes you to
the Emerging Pandemic Threats Program (EPT).
The development of the EPT invests in "one health" policies that span public health,
agriculture, environment, economic growth, and education. All of these sectors must be reached
for the prevention and control of such threats.” Acknowledging that the health of animal, humans
and the environment are inextricably linked or in other words entangled creates new ways of
knowing security, risk, and vulnerability. This in turn creates new ways of navigating an
increasingly entangled biosphere where “strengthening surveillance,” “monitoring of wildlife
and people in contact with wildlife” are all things that must be done to determine new kinds of
threats that have returned from the past to disrupt the present and potentially end the future. The
USAID is both fortuneteller and technocratic authority. It recommends, suggests, predicts,
enforces, and creates new ways of navigating new kinds of landscape. In fact, they specifically
point back to the 2005 flu outbreak, which produced the pandemic preparedness strategy and, as
I have shown here, also produced EPT and conditioned in 2009 later the program to represent it
all, PREDICT.
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Simultaneously, as I will discuss in Chapter 2, in February of 2008, EcoHealth which was
then The Wildlife Trust and the Consortium for Conservation Medicine published, in the letters
section of the journal Nature, a paper entitled “Global Trends in Emerging Infectious Diseases,”
which featured the first global disease hotspot map. Using epidemiological, social, and
environmental data from the past 50 years, the map outlined regions of the globe most at risk for
emergent disease threats. Its most pressing point was that emphasis of the “critical need for
health monitoring and identification of new, potentially zoonotic pathogens in wildlife
populations, as a forecast measure for EIDs (Emerging Infectious Disease) … [via] efforts to
conserve areas rich in wildlife diversity by reducing anthropogenic activity [which] may have
added value in reducing the likelihood of future zoonotic disease emergence” (Jones et. al, 992).
The paper with its call for a more focused attention towards issues of conservation,
wildlife populations, and the relationship between the activities of humans, uses evidence that
suggest that the increasing pressures placed on animal populations by humans is leading us
towards a potential pandemic catastrophe. This is an illustrative example of the way in which the
generic biothreat and the problematization of vital systems security produce new formulations of
living within the 21st century. The USAID security agenda, which the paper draws some
inspiration from, calls for new ways of navigating an increasingly entangled biosphere where
“strengthening surveillance,” and the “monitoring of wildlife and people in contact with
wildlife” are crucial for the creation of "one health" policies that span public health, agriculture,
environment, economics, and education. What I suggest here is that systematic 1.) publication of
the hotspots paper in 2008, the 2.) creation of PREDICT in 2009, and the 3.) 2010 merger of the
Wildlife Trust and the Consortium for Conservation Medicine to create EcoHealth Alliance are
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illustrative articulations of the way in which these theoretical notions and understandings
concerning biosecurity have manifested themselves within our contemporary time.

Conclusion
The establishment of PREDICT as a biosecurity program and EcoHealth as a site of
biosecurity practices respectively represent the development of an attempt to theorize what an
anthropology of the contemporary, as understood through the lens of biosecurity, might be.
Collier, Lakoff, and Rabinow’s suggestion of biosecurity as a lens for understanding the current
conditions of contemporary life (i.e. an anthropology of the contemporary) presents us with a
way to think about the contemporary as matter of thinking about the future. Specifically, how are
conditions of the present used to imagine the future, as a means of confronting problems of
contemporary life? Their theorizing of biosecurity fails to consider the ways in survivability in
an increasingly entangled multispecies world, becomes a central element itself of biosecurity.
That is because their understanding of biosecurity is linked to grand ideas of futurity that deal
with the capacity for pushing the limits of human ingenuity.
If we consider biosecurity more crudely as making life safe, then programs such as
PREDICT are not necessarily about the capacity for pushing the limits of human ingenuity to
imagine or predict the future. Instead they come to represent the ways in which contemporary
living is marked by the loss of familiarity of what were once distinct ways of understanding issue
related to the relationship between human, animals, and the larger ecosystem relationships. By
presenting Lakoff’s notion of the generic biothreat as a genealogy of problematization, I show
how his conception of vital systems helps us to understand how contemporary notions of
biosecurity have led to the abstraction of threats such that PREDICT becomes possible and by
extension EcoHealth.
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This is because the ability to formulate once familiar species relationships as threats to
security (i.e. survivability) becomes a central concern of a century marked by increasingly
precarious existences. Evan’s constant recognition that something must be different within both
EcoHealth and the world at large, as well as Toph’s assessment of the magnitude of potential
social, biological, and economic suffering that comes from increased relationships with animals,
all suggest that an anthropological understanding of the contemporary via the lens of
biosurveillance, is one where living and imagining the future is a matter of surviving and making
bare life, both human and otherwise, safe.
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Prelude to Mapping

Figure 3. Section of the code used to model the hotspots map. Courtesy of Toph Allen, Director
of Data Science at EcoHealth Alliance.
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Chapter 2 – Models, Maps, and the Epistemic Agency of Charismatic Data
“That map made us, and is us”
In the early August morning of my first day as a special projects/marketing and
development intern for EcoHealth, I sat in the waiting area of the office suite waiting for
Anthony to arrive. Many of the research scientists had not yet come in, despite the fact that it
was already 9:30am and the work day traditionally began at 9:00am. As I sat waiting, preparing
for my yet unknown work as an intern, Anthony in a flurry of hand gestures meant to greet the
research scientists and EcoHealth staff, cleared the almost seven-foot distance between the main
entrance of the office and where I was sitting. Holding an iced-coffee in his hand, he gave me a
relaxing smile and said, “Now that I’ve had my coffee, and can function, we can totally get to
work.” We walked through the cubicles leading to his office and, on the way there, he waived
around while mentioning to me that “I didn’t quite need to come so early since most people
come in at around 10,” and once we entered his office, he said humorously about himself that, “
if I don’t have my iced-coffee in the morning, I’m an absolute wreck.” Mimicking a tired dog, he
briefly hung his tongue out of his mouth, and exasperatedly slouched his arms to show me what
he was like without his iced-coffee. “If you don’t see the iced-coffee, then come back in a few
because I’m not quite ready yet.”
Anthony, EcoHealth’s Senior Director of Marketing and Development, is sometimes
referred to as the fundraising “guru” by the research scientists and staff. His Gentleman
Quarterly (GQ) fashion style mixed with his tall stature, charismatic personality and charm, as
well as his slicked back hair invoke images of a Manhattan man about the town. I could see why
he was in charge of marketing the work that EcoHealth conducts. Once he had finished his drink,
we walked once again through the cubicles, now occupied with research scientists and
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administrative assistants, to the smaller of two conference rooms, where I was to set-up shop
while a more permanent space for me was made available. Anthony was going to give me the
rundown of the place in terms of who was who, who sat where, and who he thought would be
good people to talk to first. He provided me with a map of the office and then matched the names
to the faces of the research scientists on the EcoHealth website. This is where I learned that only
research scientists have their photos on the website, and that especially during the summer time,
many of the research scientists, primarily the veterinarians, were either away in a foreign country
collecting samples or training in-country research scientists to conduct the work when EcoHealth
veterinarians left. Additionally, I learned that some of the research scientists and policy people
specifically worked exclusively in other countries and would never be working in the actual
office, but they were technically still EcoHealth employees, albeit very distant ones. In
Anthony’s words this place “is a little funky and all over the place, but if anything, so is the work
that we do.”
The work that “we do” as Anthony had said referred not just to the work that marketing
and development does. He was also referencing the vast network of biosurveillance setups that
EcoHealth implements under the PREDICT program. EcoHealth’s network of over 30 countries
and the hundreds of workers, both domestically and globally, who gather, produce, and share
massive amounts of data for the prevention of pandemic disease across borders and satellite
connections, was as much a reflection of the organization itself, as it was the sprawling nature of
the PREDICT biosurveillance program.
My first and primary assignment at EcoHealth was to update the organization’s website.
When Anthony asked for my opinion on the current website, I told him that it was not obvious
what and who the EcoHealth Alliance is. I asked him what exactly is the spirit of the place?
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Clearly the organization does something related to infectious diseases on the pandemic level.
That, at least, was clear from the first image that slides across the screen when you first enter the
website. When I asked Anthony what exactly we would be doing while I was his special projects
intern, he looked at me and said, “we’re going to create a website” and making a kind of “bleh”
sound in disgust he added “because the one we have now … I just hate it and I feel like it doesn’t
really give you a sense of who we are, or what we do. Like have you seen it? It’s a mess and I
finally, I have been waiting for so long, I can’t even tell you, I have a chance to change it so
that’s what we’re going to do. I want you to come up with a website for the organization.

(Figure 4. EcoHealth website image header)

The next image that appears is about forests and I remarked to Anthony that this must be related
to conservation and the protection of the environment, but I had prior knowledge about the
mission of EcoHealth Alliance. A layperson who found their way to the website, might not know
exactly what the to make of the next image, or how it relates to what EcoHealth does.

(Figure 5. EcoHealth website image header)
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The final picture that appeared at the time of this conversation was one of a gorilla staring wideeyed directly at you, while a statement read the following:

(Figure 6. EcoHealth website image header)

I told Anthony that these three images alone certainly make for a sensational introduction
to the organization, but the mission of the place was still a bit unclear. For example, the three
images are all about threat and danger from an unknown. The thermal map image, as I had called
it then, looks like thermal image of places that people should avoid, especially Asia, Western
Europe, and parts of Africa and South America. There seems to be a significant risk associated
with the countries as highlighted by the brightly lit colors used to mark the map. But what
exactly is the risk? The image asks, “what stands between you and the next pandemic?” but is the
“what” in this case people? Is it animals? Is it about travel or is about something else entirely?
The vagueness of the thing that stands between you and the next pandemic is likewise mimicked
in the second image of a vast landscape with intertwining roads.
The image appears to play with the deadly forest trope often found in horror movies and
fairy tales. It is unclear as to what is in the forest, but whatever it is poses a threat to you, which
is only amplified by the fact that the “you” in the sentence is colored differently to emphasize
that ultimately this is about you and your vague connection to a forest in Malaysia. In fact, the
specificity of Malaysia, also plays with the old trop of “us vs. them” or the “other” by fixing an
infectious disease imaginary to a specific place such as Malaysia to suggest that the next big
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threat is going to come not from “here”, meaning the United States or comparable country, but
“there” in Malaysia, where tropical disease lurks as it waits to get loose of its tropical
boundaries. If we take the first two images together, then the othering of the Malaysian forest
could very well be about Malaysian individuals who venture into the forest, bring a foreign
pathogen out, and through a chain of events that foreign pathogen ends up at your doorstep. The
third image, arguably is the most powerful image of the three, because it adds most specificity to
the vagueness of threat and risk that was found in the first two images.
The gorilla as an index of infectious disease is a relatively recent one. In the journal
Science an article with the title “Ebola Outbreak Killed 5000 Gorillas” (Bermejo et. al 2006)
appeared. In 2014, when Ebola once again made international headlines, numerous articles
appeared in news outlets, popular science magazines, and prestigious journals highlighting the
deaths of large numbers of gorillas that were killed by Ebola in between the time of the first
article highlighting it and the most recent outbreak. The image of the gorilla whose eyes look
back at you while EcoHealth asks “why a healthy gorilla makes a healthy you” was a clear nod
not just to the deaths of the gorillas, but also to the Ebola outbreak that through a series of
transmissions, involving bats and gorillas, found its way from a forest in a foreign country to
Texas and the United States in the wake of what perhaps could have been a potential pandemic
outbreak.
To the layperson these three images are meant to induce a reasoned sense of fear and
panic such that it causes you to donate money to the EcoHealth cause. That’s why the donate tab
is the first thing you see before you even see the mission of the organization. The header of the
website is an illustration of the generic biothreat that Andrew Lakoff identifies, and EcoHealth as
an organization profits financially and scientifically by pushing that generic biothreat to its
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possible extremes. Anthony agrees to an extent that the images are a bit sensationalizing, but
they work as fundraising points and also as call to actions for programs, projects, and initiatives
that the organization might create or be a part of. This is why as I came up with a website design,
he told me to keep these images in mind. Specifically, he wanted to me to make sure that the
map from the first image, would have a central role in my reimaging of the organization’s
website. As he had put it “that map made us and is us, so it needs to be front, center, and
interactive in some way.”
When Anthony said, “The map made us and is us,” we both looked at each other and
laughed. I asked him if he could say that again because that was some rich anthropological shit.
Anthony has always been a fan of anthropology, so he realized that he had done some analytical
work already with his comment. Continuing to laugh, I asked him what exactly he meant by that?
You could barely see the map in the first image. “Well” he said, “you’re aware that we had a
rebranding effort some years ago, right?” I told him that I was, and he proceeded to describe the
hotspots map, EcoHealth’s ticket to global and environmental health fame.

Anthony:

You see the image with the purple map? [Anthony began pointing to the first
image]. That’s the hotspots map. It’s not the original one that we published, but
our most updated one. Basically, it shows the areas where we should focus our
attention because we, well at least they [pointing out his office window towards
the research scientists still sitting at their cubicles] predict that that’s where all the
nasties like Nipah, Dengue, Chikungunya, and god knows what else come is
gonna come from.

Mark:

[I looked at the map puzzlingly]. Southeast Asia and China seem like real
problem areas, I figured Latin America and far more parts of Africa would be a
bit more lit up than that.

Anthony:

[He shrugged his shoulders]. That’s something you gotta ask them [pointing to the
research scientists] about. All I know is that this map is what made us attractive to
the USAID, and we were the first ones to do it.
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Mark:

The first ones to do it? [I asked skeptically]. What do you mean? Like EcoHealth
was the first place to predict infectious disease emergence or create a map?

Anthony:

The map. We were the first to create a map with predictions of where infectious
disease events might emerge.

Mark:

Has EcoHealth actually predicted anything? Like how does this work?

Anthony:

Oh yeah, we’ve predicted a ton of stuff. You gotta ask them though. I just get the
stuff and then turn it into regular people speak, and maps and visuals make my
life much easier. I’m sure if you asked around they could tell you more about it,
and you know about biology and this stuff, so you’ll probably understand the
more technical stuff more so than I can. You know just be polite and stuff. I’m
sure they’d love to talk when they aren’t busy.

Departing from Anthony’s office to the small conference room, I considered Anthony’s
notion “that the map made us and is us.” The hotspots map is EcoHealth’s key symbol (Ortner
1973). It grounds the organization in all of its endeavors both scientifically and from a marketing
standpoint because it’s the object that catapulted the organization to prominence. I consider how
the hotspots map acts as a key symbol of the anxieties and complexities associated with scientific
modeling and the act of risk assessment as a set of contemporary biosecurity practices that reifies
notions of the generic biothreat. Additionally, I consider the hotspots map as an object of cultural
fetish between the research scientists, the marketing/development team, and other nonorganizational actors to show how the map not only facilitates relationships between these
parties and their various jobs, but also how it becomes imbued with different form of situated
cultural knowledge.
Origins of a Hotspots Controversy
In February of 2008, EcoHealth, which was then The Wildlife Trust and the Consortium
for Conservation Medicine, published “Global Trends in Infectious Diseases,” (Jones et. al)
which featured the first global infectious disease hotspot map. Using epidemiological,
social/behavioral, and environmental data from the past 50 years, published in the Journal of
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Infectious Diseases, the map highlighted regions of the globe most at risk for emergent infectious
disease outbreaks. After reading the article, the most pressing point was the emphasis of the
“critical need for health monitoring and identification of new, potentially zoonotic pathogens in
wildlife populations, as a forecast measure for EIDs … [via] efforts to conserve areas rich in
wildlife diversity by reducing anthropogenic activity [which] may have added value in reducing
the likelihood of future zoonotic disease emergence” (Jones et .al, 2008, 992).
The paper called for the concentration of more resources and funding towards
conservation efforts of wildlife populations, and greater surveillance of human activities that are
considered drivers of increased contact between domestic and wildlife populations. This is a
factor that led to the creation of the PREDICT program in 2009, which in turn led to the merger
of The Wildlife Trust and the Consortium for Conservation Medicine into the new organization
EcoHealth Alliance in 2010. The paper quickly galvanized a response from various actors in part
because it drew inspiration from the USAID security agenda, which calls for new ways of
navigating an increasingly entangled biosphere where “strengthening surveillance,” and the
“monitoring of wildlife and people in contact with wildlife” to create "one health" policies that
span public health, agriculture, environment, economic growth, and education are of the utmost
concern. In this way, the hotspots map illustrates how the generic biothreat and vital systems
security produce new formulations of living, and entirely new organizations in the 21st century.
Prior to 2008, no explicit linkages had ever been made between emerging infectious
diseases and their global temporal and spatial patterns. Up until the publication research had
never been published on where an EID was likely to emerge and how it might actually spread in
or between geographic regions. This was primarily because the methodology for prediction is not
airtight, according to some of the research scientists at EcoHealth as well as other infectious
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disease ecologists. Researchers of the hotspots paper had selected a premier journal, the Journal
of Infectious Diseases, and collect and categorize all data from within the last 50 years of the
publication that described an infectious disease emergence event. Once the data was gathered,
they looked to the home country of the author of each paper that described an emergence event,
and then projected that data back onto a map of the world.

(Figure 6.)

After participating in an Ecology of Infectious Disease tutorial, where I learned more
about the hotspots paper, I came to learn that the map reflects reporting bias. Places such as
South America, Africa, and large swaths of Asia experience very few infectious disease
emergence events, as indicated by the map. According to the research scientists I spoke with at
EcoHealth, many infectious disease outbreaks usually originate in tropical regions with large rain
forest canopies such as those in South America, highly dense areas of animal populations such as
Africa and Asia, and also in highly populated areas such as China and India. Yet the map doesn’t
reflect that. What it reflects is reporting bias. The map portrays the infrastructural capacity to
surveil and report emergence outbreaks, which is a capability that the United States, Western
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Europe, Australia, and other developed nations have the capacity to do. The controversy
surrounding the hotspots paper derives from the corrective maps that EcoHealth created.

(Fig 7.)

In Fig. 6 the problem of underrepresentation is the central issue. In the hotspots map
above (Fig. 7.), overrepresentation is the issue. EcoHealth employed a mathematical data
corrective that weighed cases in countries with usually high emergence disease events in places
such as Africa, Asia, and South America. The center of the controversy has to do with their
resulting claim. Since EcoHealth Alliance at the time of publication was The Wildlife Trust and
the Consortium for Conservation Medicine, the central concern for these two organizations was
conservation and animal security. Each section of the hotspots map makes the case for the
conservation of animal species, however the WT and CCM had to play a delicate ethical game. If
animals are considered an issue for global security, the first response by many governments is to
cull them. Numerous examples from China and parts of Southeast Asia show us that when
influenza, for example in a particular year, is especially deadly, entire poultry farms and other
kinds of domestic livestock are decimated as both a treatment and preventative measure.
The WT and CCM’s conclusion that “our findings highlight the critical need for health
monitoring and identification of new, potentially zoonotic pathogens in wildlife populations, as a
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forecast measure for EIDs” and the idea their “analysis suggests that efforts to conserve areas
rich in wildlife diversity by reducing anthropogenic activity may have added value in reducing
the likelihood of future zoonotic disease emergence” (Jones et. al 2008) is both politically
motivated and surreptitiously deceptive. Largely this is due to the fact that their claim is not
supported by the data which they present within their own paper. In fact, their concern with
“wildlife host richness” (i.e. species diversity) as a driving factor of potential disease emergence
events is not very well supported as an impactful factor.
The data used in the hotspots map simply does not support the claim that the paper
makes, because the factors of emerging epidemics are either so nuanced that a claim such as the
one they make is impossible, or the data itself simply doesn’t exist. The hotspot map takes a
relatively closed dataset and stretches it well beyond its capacity, to fit the narrative of
emergence infectious diseases that cast it as the perfect biothreat to humans via other animals
and our relationship to the environment by an organization whose mission it is to predict and
prevent the emergence of infectious diseases by considering the health of multiple kinds of
species.
To put this in perspective, a similar study (Han et. al 2015) was carried out using very
similar methods.

(Fig 8. A map showing global hotspots of rodent reservoir diversity. Warmer colors indicate overlapping
geographical ranges of multiple rodent species.)
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The first map in the study presents the same issues as the first map in the hotspots paper. It uses a
closed dataset and has reporting bias such that areas where there are high infrastructural
capabilities report high incidences of reservoir species because they have the ability to, and
places where there is obviously rich reservoir species, but poor infrastructural capabilities do not.
However, the corrective version of the map is not only forthright about this but makes no claim it
cannot support in an effort to pursue its goals.

(Fig 9. A map showing novel rodent reservoir species predicted by the authors of the paper to be within the 90 th
percentile probability of harboring one or more undiscovered zoonosis.)

In this map are blank areas, which accurately reflect that currently no collected data
exists that a prediction can be made. Additionally, what looks like an abundance of rodent
reservoirs for potential infectious diseases that are spread all over the world, are concentrated in
certain places. Not only does this make targeted efforts for surveillance focused and feasible, but
it also allows the map and those who read it, to say that more infrastructural capabilities and
other forms of capacity building are needed in all of the grey areas. It highlights the extent to
which surveillance is lacking and offers its own argument for galvanizing forces in science and
public health in ethical ways.
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Given this comparative analysis of the hotspots paper maps against maps of similar form
and function, I came to understand why nervous laughter, office and disciplinary gossip,
philosophical tales, and impassioned opinions on color theory consistently accompanied talk or
mention of the maps within the paper. While the hotspots map made EcoHealth Alliance a
prominent global health actor and acts as powerful marketing and development tool, I learned
through my interviews that for some of the research scientists it was a reminder of the fallibility
of prediction, the practice of modeling, and subjective nature of scientific practice.

Mapping the Meaning of a Key Symbol
The hotspots map is a key symbol (Ortner 1973) of EcoHealth Alliance. Ortner’s criteria
for “even the most insensitive fieldwork” to recognize symbols, frames my understanding of the
hotspots map as a key symbol. The most important elements constituting a key symbol are that
the interlocutors tell you it’s important. They seem positively or negatively aroused by it rather
than indifferent. It occurs in many different social/behavioral contexts or symbolic domains and
subsequently has various kinds of elaborated details when compared with other kinds of cultural
phenomenon. As some foundational elements of what constitutes a key symbol, I consider the
hotspots map as a key symbol not only of EcoHealth but also as a symbol of biosecurity and
contemporary practices of global security.
“That map made us and is us.” These were Anthony’s words when I assisted in
brainstorming ideas for a new EcoHealth website. Anthony made it clear that the hotspots map
was important for the organization and this was true for many other research scientists and staff
members at EcoHealth. A research scientist referred to it as the “greatest/worst piece of science
that is nevertheless kind of important for the work that we do.” In fact, many of the research
scientists referred to the hotspots map as an indication of the best possible set of practices and
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state of knowledge at the time of publication, while also using it as a benchmark or anchor of
what to avoid, do better, or replicate in the present. When Billy gave his presentation at the
DOHMH in 2016 he used the hotspots map, and in subsequent presentations made by EcoHealth
members at the various meetings I attended, the conversation always referenced or returned to
the hotspots map. The map aroused feelings, was explicitly stated as important, and produced
elaborated details about methodology, security, ecology, and other relevant topics in all of the
instances where I witnessed its invocation.
As a key symbol, the hotspots map more specifically acts as a summarizing symbol of
EcoHealth Alliance and understandings of biosecurity and the practices surrounding it. As a
summarizing symbol, the hotspots map concentrates in an emotionally powerful and relatively
undifferentiated way feelings of anxiety for the research scientists while also concentrating a
sense of power and prestige for the development and marketing team. Where the research
scientist felt anxiety and caution, the development associates and marketers felt persuasive
power and feelings of productivity. The multivocality of the hotspots map, to apply Victor
Turner’s (1967) concept, meant that for one group the hotspots map means one thing, and for
another it means something else, illuminates how the hotspots map brings together EcoHealth
Alliance as a social organization, and therefore acts as a key summarizing symbol.
Understanding the hotspots map as a key symbol is useful not only for orienting the two
emotional spheres that underlie EcoHealth, but it helps in tracing the processes that give way to
these arousals. For the research scientists much of the tension surrounding the hotspots map is
actually a reflection of the anxiety and caution that arises from the practice of scientific modeling
whereas for the development/marketing staff much of the fetish around maps stems from the map
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as an object of social/cultural relations and the always urgent need for the organization to keep
expanding donor networks and cultivating public relations.

Modeling: A Subjective Science
As an organization concerned with biosecurity efforts to predict infectious disease
outbreaks before they become pandemic, the research scientists of EcoHealth Alliance conduct
various kinds of risk analysis every day through scientific modeling. The modeling and
computational simulation of pandemic prevention is a form of risk assessment with very similar
parallels to the kinds of risk assessment of toxicity exposure analysis that public health
environmental scientists and toxicologists conduct. Scant literature exists, particularly in
anthropology, that looks at the practice of scientific modeling, hence the parallel I draw between
the practice of scientific modeling and risk assessment. Sociologists have written loosely about
risk, particularly as it relates to the concept of a risk society impacted and influenced by
globalization and modernity respectively (Beck 1992, 1998; Giddens 1999), governmentality
which gives rise to new risk technologies that use calculation as a means of control over
populations (Foucault 1991), and the last patch of literature considers very theoretically the
sociocultural implication of risk as a societal phenomenon that both shapes and is shaped by
individuals (Dean 1999, Lupton 2005).
Scholars in anthropology have written narrowly on risk as cultural phenomenon (Boholm
1996, 1998; Douglas 1970, 1978; Douglas and Wildavsky 1982; Tansey 2004), and Mary
Douglas’s contribution in particular stands out as foundational to the development of an
anthropology of risk. Particularly useful is her analysis that what matters most, when risk is
concerned, is not the danger associated with any particular analysis, but the way in which that
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danger is politicized and/or moralized. The politicization/moralization associated with any form
of risk analysis calls into question notions of mathematical and scientific certainty, and
calculable objectivity is a point of analysis that I develop further in this work. Recent
developments in cultural geography married with the work of scholars in science, technology,
and society studies (STS) is useful for thinking through these notions of mathematical and
scientific certainty, and calculable objectivity that permeate scientific modeling. Salient
examples from these two fields that I use in my work is Sheila Jasanoff’s (1993) framework for
understanding what she calls the two cultures of risk assessment, and Jessica O’Reilly’s (2017)
ethnographic analysis of Antarctic glaciologists and climate scientists.
Modeling, like risk assessment, “is not an objective, scientific process. Facts and values
frequently merge when we deal with issues of high uncertainty; cultural factors affect the way
people assess risk; experts [in this case the EcoHealth research scientists] perceive risk
differently from other members of the public; and risk communication is more effective when it
is structured as a dialogue than as a one-way transfer of facts from experts to the public”
(Jasanoff 1993, 123). This exhaustive list of beliefs concerning risk assessment is true as well for
the practice of modeling, and they point to what I observed at EcoHealth are the two central
issues that often come up with regards to the practice. The first is the problem of quantitative and
qualitative expertise. The second is the problem of assumption.
First, modelers are either “hard” analysts or “soft” analysts. A hard modeling uses
quantitative skills that require a sophisticated grasp of computational, coding, or statistical
knowledge. A soft modeling analyst uses qualitative skills that require extensive knowledge
about ethnographic, focus-group, survey based, and/or historiographic methods for use in
prevention and intervention efforts. While soft analysts increasingly rely on quantitative tools to
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facilitate data management, much authority is given to the opinions of quantitative or hard
analysts over that of anyone else (Ruckenstein and Dow Schüll 2017). When I spoke with three
research scientists at EcoHealth Alliance about this kind of division and the effects that it has on
the production of maps and other prediction efforts it became clear that this was a point of
unresolved tension.

Research Scientist #1:

I work sometimes in country gathering samples from bats or
building and facilitating relationships with host country scientists. I
get to know a lot of people and their perceptions of the stuff that
we’re doing, and sometimes the things we model I think don’t
necessarily take that into account or maybe push the envelope a bit
more than we should. But at the end of the day we’re helping to
save some lives.

Research Scientist #2:

We kind of model things without putting major disclaimers on
them. We need way more public health approaches to this, like
people on the ground who can help with knowledge
intervention/practices because, like, I mean, this One Health stuff
is still in the early nascent stages, so we still rely a lot on modeling
very rare events that we speak very sensationally about and that are
kind of unethically feasible.

Research Scientist #3:

I don’t know man, I feel like people, a little bit here, but mostly
everywhere takes this shit kind of seriously. You know what I
mean? Like there’s this weird almost fetishizing of experts and
really, it’s about people who are like Noam and can do crazy
amounts of math, and I’m kind of like we don’t even have enough
on the ground people, like people data, you know the stuff you
might do as an anthropologist. Best guesses and estimates, and a
ton of open source code.

The contribution of soft analytical modeling skills to modeling practices is a clear want
by many research scientists at EcoHealth, but despite having a behavioral science team, the
organization still relies heavily on the authority of its hard-analytical modelers. As research
scientist #3 put it, “the idea that we even try to have discrete teams here is a joke. Literally
everyone is on the modeling and analytics team here.” The contribution of soft analytical skills in
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creating models that address the complex composition of notions of scale, interactivity, and
contingency that help to “illuminate the blind spots” (130) in the work that the hard-analytical
modelers conduct is quite lacking. These blind spots in the modeling process which fail to
consider how people on the ground and even the modelers themselves conceive of time and
space is worth noting because the “pictures that we construct of risk will always be under
inclusive” (131) as evidenced by the first uncorrected rendition of the hotspot map. What is
surprising about this tension is the fact that while research scientists at EcoHealth believe this,
not much has been done to address it.
A classic anthropological trope during fieldwork, is that what individuals say and what
they do simply never add up, despite the people believing that it does. While a hard quantitative
modeling expert, like research scientist #3 might believe many of these humanistic and culturally
grounded precepts, such as the “fetishizing of experts” who know a lot of math or that we need
more “people data,” this comes into direct conflict with the fact that this very same modeler, like
many research scientists at EcoHealth, also believes that their assumptions of the world trumps
the views of another. This is precisely because a hard modeler view of the world is backed by
their belief in the pervasive power of their own quantitative methodology, which they believe is
objective, and ultimately serves as an equalizer of competing world views. As one research
scientist told me, “I mean sure p-values and stuff like that can be real trash, but maps are so
popular and can be processed better than most other things. And do you know what gets you
maps? Trashy p-values.” A hard modeler can acknowledge a soft modeler’s worldview out of
respect, but that doesn’t mitigate the fact that the modeling and the modeler with the most
authority is the expert who knows the most math.
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After speaking with many of the research scientists, I wondered why the organization
continued to rely so heavily on a process that seemed riddled with ethical dilemmas and traps. I
spoke with Dr. Noam Ross, one of the first individuals I had met at EcoHealth. Noam and I sat in
his office, directly across from the entrance of the suite, and located next to the small conference
room where I often set up shop. Noam liked to have our formal interview sessions as early as
possible so that he could give me his full attention as his day would be filled with various
management, coding, and other miscellaneous jobs. At 9:00 am I sat in his office across from a
terrarium, where I watched a large orange and yellow snake move slowly around as if
anticipating the conversation his owner and I was about to have. Noam looked up from his
computer, an average looking white man with glasses, and asked me how my morning was. We
exchanged pleasantries, and I noticed that his white board was filled with complex mathematical
equations. I recognized some of it as matrices and asked him what exactly those numbers pointed
to. He laughed and said, “those represent chickens and a potential flu outbreak.”
Like Evan, Noam also earned his Ph.D. at UC-Davis in Ecology. He is a computational
and theoretical ecologist and uses mathematical models and economics to predict where and
when intervention can be most effective in preventing disease outbreaks. Noam describes
himself as the math guy, and his colleagues describe him as having the most authority, here
meaning knowledge, on modeling, coding, and other analytical processes. I asked Noam to
describe the practice of modeling to me, his thoughts on the hotspots map, and EcoHealth’s role
in the PREDICT program.

Noam:

Models need theory of all kinds and we’re doing this regime building of
knowledge on how the process works with regards to predicting what is an event
that has a long-tailed risk, is pretty rare, and therefore requires high theory.
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Mark:

So pandemic diseases are pretty rare and because of that you have to use all the
data you can get to help predict them? Am I following you correctly here?

Noam:

Yea, but the thing to note is that these models are built on certain kinds of
baseline assumptions. The S-I-R model for example, are you familiar with that? [I
told him yes] That’s a knowledge-based structure, that acts as a kind of received
wisdom that forms the basis of most infectious disease models, and the
assumptions that we make to build on it are just hypotheses like any other.

Mark:

Well how good are they?

Noam:

What do you mean?

Mark:

How good are they or I guess we at predicting things with them?

Noam:

Oh, I see! [While laughing he said] Pretty bad.

Mark:

I laughed as well So if we’re pretty bad at this why are we still doing it?

Noam:

Well predicting badly is better than no prediction at all. I mean think of it this
way, imagine the economic cost of not trying to predict any kind of outbreak. The
United States could maybe get away with it because we have the infrastructural
capabilities but imagine if you were a developing country. An infectious disease
outbreak would be pretty costly. Sure, models have their problems, but it’s the
best thing we have and some day we will have better things. It’s like a saying I
heard in grad school “all models are wrong, but some are useful.

I was reminded of a few things. The first was my interview with Toph, where he mentioned to
me that “suffering is costly.” Noam’s understanding that modeling infectious disease outbreaks
to try and predict where they will emerge, points to the imaginary of the generic biothreat and the
need for preparedness to avoid the costly suffering of infectious disease. In different interviews
with other research scientists at EcoHealth I asked about the idea that Noam expressed about bad
predictions as a worst alternative than no prediction at all, and models wrong but useful.

Research Scientist #4:

I mean, sure but there’s so many layers of uncertainty that at some
point we have to recognize that we are in a way making things up.
We could for example predict badly, but dial it back on the
sensationalizing, and we could definitely be clearer about the
assumptions that we make. Maps are great and all, but they are
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really misleading. Can we be both compelling and maintain
integrity?
Research Scientist #5:

[Laughs really hard] Did you hear the other one? Models are
garbage in, garbage out. I like that one, because they demand that
you state your reasons up front. I think though that’s where we go
kind of wrong, because when we keep it general we’re pretty good
at predicting more likely things, but when we go rare that’s when
EcoHealth gets pretty weird.

Research Scientist #6:

You know I would say that there isn’t so much an epidemic of
models in so much as we tend to misuse a lot of models. I mean the
hotspots map, sheesh. Sometimes we forget that models don’t
really tell you how the world is. These things are influenced by
biased data, respond to quantity over quality, and reflect people’s
personalities and imaginations more so than anything.

Between the aphorisms, and the issues of ethics and integrity, as well the general issues
regarding what models are supposed to be used for and how best to use them, it is clear that
modeling as an assumptive practice, is not as objective or as concrete as it is often made to look.
Modeling is more than building assumptions to calculate “the probability of bad outcomes”
(124). It is predicated on the “object, value, training, and experience” (124) of individuals who
simply hold more technical expertise in a particular method to simulate their imagination, but
who themselves have no particular claim to some “unchangeable feature of the physical world”
(124), for which their analyses describe. Assumptions are drawn from the context of a particular
case and ultimately require the imagination of the individuals making them. The problem of
“hard” modeling is that it reaffirms positivist notions of science that privilege highly specific and
contextualized understandings of the world. Modeling is more than projecting present realities on
future uncertainties, with or without the contextual evidence of the past. It is the storytelling of
self-fulfilling prophecies (i.e. predictions).
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Because EcoHealth is in the business of predicting rare events, as one research scientist
put it “one of the reasons why we’re actually bad at predicting outbreaks is because we never
know if they actually happen and by extension if we’re actually right.” If we consider for a
moment what it would mean for EcoHealth Alliance to correctly predict an outbreak, then the
generic biothreat becomes a very deadly pandemic occurrence. While the anxieties of the
research scientists are a continuous concern to them, many of them continue to practice scientific
modeling while aiming to perfect it as best they can. This is because paradoxically enough
everyone wants to, and actually needs outbreaks predicted by EcoHealth Alliance to never come
to fruition. They need to never know if they were right, and continue to generate sensationalized
maps and imperfect models, to sustain a biosurveillance system based on a generic biothreat. To
not do so, and see a prediction, no matter how badly modeled come into existence, would mean
that infrastructures and other forms of capacity building that otherwise might have existed,
would never see the light of day, and the suffering of nations, individuals, and animals would
absolutely be costly.
Epistemic Agency, Charismatic Data, and the Fetish of Maps
Before I left Anthony’s office after he had given me my first assignment, I asked him had
EcoHealth ever predicted anything before, to which he responded, “Oh yea, we’ve predicted a
ton of stuff”, but that I would have to ask the research scientists more about it. After asking and
speaking with many of the research scientists, they were not as enthusiastic about EcoHealth’s
predictive power as Anthony was. While Anthony wasn’t wrong to say we’ve predicted a ton of
stuff, it is difficult to both refute or accept his claim because none of EcoHealth’s predictions
have come true, yet. As the head of marketing and development, this puts Anthony in a unique
position because it was his job, with a team of three others, not including myself, to sell the
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models, the tools, and the science behind EcoHealth Alliance. After interviewing most of the
marketing and development team, two things were clear. The first was that the hotspots map and
all other maps like it were marketing/development gold. The second was that when it comes to
infectious diseases, animals, conservation, and science, the audience varies widely, but the one
thing that unites them all is safety. Specifically, it is the need to not only feel safe, but also the
desire to become an active participant in the safety of other humans and non-humans alike. When
I spoke with Robert Kessler, a recent development associate hire who trained at Columbia
University’s School of Journalism, he said that when he has “to turn what the scientists do into
regular people speak I read the papers not for the results but for the thing that catches my eye.” I
asked him what usually catches his eye, and he responded very enthusiastically “the maps! We
need more maps! They need to do more maps, we just need more maps!” Robert’s enthusiasm
for the maps stems from the fact that to him and for many other non-scientists maps serve as
“equalizers of knowledge. They make things that seem obvious to some, intellectually clear to
others.” What Robert was hinting at was that maps, such as the hotspots map, are inclusive,
despite the fact that the research scientists who make them think that they are under-inclusive.
Pandemic models and maps concentrate feelings of persuasive power, impactful
language, to use language of development, and productive potential for both revenue and media
for the marketing and development unit of EcoHealth Alliance. Stories and narratives of
pandemic disease elicit various types of responses because of the highly entangled network of
actors, both professional and otherwise, who have a stake in it. As Erika Mansnerus (2013) notes
“media representations of pandemics, the metaphors associated with the communication of
pandemics, and the legitimation of pandemic preparedness planning, trigger various responses
and the pandemic narrative itself, can be told by different voices in order to raise questions of
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power and social justice” (281). In analyzing how pre-pandemic models tell their stories as
narrative constructions of threat, she notes metaphors of aggression, futurity, never-ending
threats, and other kinds of language that point to the use of the generic biothreat as a positioning
for what kind of data goes into models, and when the models need to say specific things for very
specific political and public health purposes. The difference between her analysis of an infectious
disease modeling course at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, and my
analysis of the modeling practices of EcoHealth Alliance, is that a team of four people and a very
charismatic president are responsible for selling narratives and stories surrounding the models
and the maps that are created at EcoHealth. Where the scientists make the models, Anthony and
Peter, the president of the organization, sell them.
The first two weeks of my internship at the EcoHealth Alliance office were relatively
quiet, despite the collaborative work that was going on. I asked Anthony and Noam on separate
occasions if it was always like this and they both responded exactly the same way, “Peter’s out
of the office on vacation, but the tempo will change when he gets back.” One afternoon while I
was working in Jenni’s office, Peter had arrived from vacation in Peru with souvenirs and was
met with excited smiles, cheers, and rounds of laughter. The office was electrified. Peter stands
at around 6’2’’, has a British accent, and conjures images of an old-time naturalist with youthful
vibe who often brings exotic treasures back from the places he has ventured. At the weekly
Science and Chill sessions, where presenters from within and outside of the organization come to
give talks over beers, ales, soda, and chips, Peter sits at the head of the table, cracks jokes,
banters with senior staff members who are usually all male and sit around the table, while junior
scientists and staff members, mostly women, sit around the edges of the room. Despite the boy’s
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club vibe, the sessions are always a good time, and the Thursday afternoons always feel like the
end of the work week.
The electrifying energy that Peter brings to the organization, as well as his enthusiasm
and extensive knowledge of infectious disease ecology and scientific modeling, make him an
excellent leader, as many of the people who work with him acknowledge. However, as one
research scientist put it, “sometimes it feels a bit like a cult,” and as another research scientist
said, “you can definitely see some of Peter in the data, because some lines in the things we
publish I would never myself actually let go to press.” When I pressed this particular research
scientist on this, they pointed me to the line in the hotspots paper, that I highlighted earlier: “our
findings highlight the critical need for health monitoring and identification of new, potentially
zoonotic pathogens in wildlife populations, as a forecast measure for EIDs” and the idea their
“analysis suggests that efforts to conserve areas rich in wildlife diversity by reducing
anthropogenic activity may have added value in reducing the likelihood of future zoonotic
disease emergence.” As the research scientist said, “that’s a bit of a stretch to have made given
that our data contradicts itself specifically in that way, but it got the job done and PREDICT is a
thing so ….”
The research scientist let their statement hang, and I later considered what does it mean to
see someone in the data? Jessica O’Reilly (2017) notes a similar experience with glaciologists
who move from behind the bench or from within the field to in front of TV cameras when
glaciers become popular media, when they fall into the ocean or the ice-caps melt. As she notes
“data never speak for themselves. They require spokespeople who not only report them but also
bolster, finesse, and sculpt them to create sense for an audience” (142). In the case of EcoHealth
Alliance the finessers are ultimately Anthony and Peter. Donna Haraway notes that today we
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assume that knowledge is best when its spokesperson is no one in particular (cited in O’Reilly
143). The hotspots map does this well and can stand on its own, hence it quite literally stands by
itself on the EcoHealth website with few words attached to elaborate it. While O’Reilly’s
analysis that “facts are unstable [and are] socially constructed and require human intervention to
make them legible and meaningful” (142) allows her to show how data is made charismatic
“through the recording of facts, scientists’ subjective observations, and the ways this information
is presented to non-expert audiences,” (143) her analysis stops short of considering the way in
which charisma itself becomes data, rather than how charisma is used to market data, change the
personalities of scientists, or relay the importance of the subject in question.
Where O’Reilly argues that “how scientists present some information to the public in
effect creates charismatic data,” (160) I argue that charismatic data is created by scientists.
O’Reilly notes that data have “epistemic agency – the ability to generate scientific interest and
political urgency” (170). At EcoHealth the epistemic agency of the data is seen through the maps
generated by the models that the scientists create. The implication for a model and its map to
have epistemic agency means that it causes, or generates, action from another thing that also
possesses epistemic agency. The hotspots map is an epistemic agent because it generates
scientific productivity in the form of new kinds of models and new kinds of maps that try to be
better than the hotspots map itself. Since the maps and the models are not created of their own
accord, the epistemic agency that the hotspots map has is its ability to act and shape within the
research scientist’s actions which in turn produce other kinds of models and maps, which in turn
produce more models and maps. From the perspective of the development and marketing team,
the epistemic agency of the hotspots map and its agency as an actor within the developing realm
is apparent when it causes non-experts who view it, to feel as if they belong to something
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greater. This in turn causes them to support EcoHealth through donations, new partnerships, or
simply by generating dialogue and productive discourses around issues related to One Health,
biosecurity, and issues of infectious diseases. The epistemic agency of data is summed up best by
the expression “the data speaks for itself.”
If we take seriously the idea that data have epistemic agency, that they can speak for
themselves, and that in fact data are charismatic, where through their formation they reflect the
charisma of whoever creates them, then what we are left with is the notion that data is agential in
the same way that scientists are. In many ways this is what makes the research scientists at
EcoHealth uncomfortable, the fact that the models and the maps that come with them do not
often need the scientists to interpret them, because the data to the discomfort of the research
scientists speak for themselves. But for the marketing and development team, data speaking for
itself not only makes their job easier, but also allows individuals and non-experts to become like
scientists. Because like a regular agential human, the maps can also engage in a dialogue with
scientist, expert, and non-expert alike. The reason the maps can do this, by virtue of the data, is
because they reflect the personalities of the scientists who create them. The hotspots map for
example is at once its own agent because it produces action within others, and at the same time is
an extension of Peter’s character; in essence an extension of self. In this way data becomes an
epistemic agent. The hotspots map exerts its agency every time a research scientist references it,
a development associate wants more maps like it, or when a research scientist writes a paper
citing it as a source of praise or criticism.
This entire notion of charismatic data illustrates the fact that if data can be charismatic in
their nature, then they can also be political or moral as well. This raises the concerns that Mary
Douglas noted, about notions of mathematical and scientific certainty, as well as calculable
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objectivity as points of analysis. Data cannot be charismatic, political, or moral and still be
objective. As one research scientist put it:

Research Scientist #7:

Imagine you’re a minister or the president of Mexico or something
like that, and you got my ugly mug in front of you with a model
that predicts some kind really nasty disease that’s gonna hit your
country. In that moment you gotta figure out whether or not you’re
gonna spend like $100,000,000 preparing for this thing or build
infrastructure for education or something. So sure, I could have all
these fancy models with their nice visuals and stuff, but at the end
of the day, it’s not really me that has to convince you to divert that
money, it’s the map. I’m just there to help explain any technical
stuff, but you’re gonna take one good look at the map and decide
what version of reality you want to take a chance on.

Mark:

$100,000,000 is a lot of money, but I guess the cost of a pandemic
event probably surpasses that.

Research Scientist #7:

Oh! Without a doubt. I mean if you’re America this may not be a
hard decision, because you have the money, but if you’re not so
lucky to be America, then to look at a map and decide whether or
not you’re gonna educate your country’s kids versus preventing rift
valley or some shit is something only a map could convince you
of.

The notion expressed by this research scientist that “only a map could convince” reinforces the
idea of charismatic data with epistemic agency. It is no wonder the hotspots map in this way has
become for EcoHealth a key symbol that possesses the anxiety and nervous feelings surrounding
practices of modelling, mapping, and scientific expertise, as well as a symbol that concentrates
feelings of productivity, impactful language, and equitable distribution of intelligible knowledge.
It is no wonder that the power of the hotspots map at EcoHealth is akin to that of an object of
cultural fetish. The charismatic leader and the epistemic agency of charismatic data and the maps
that represent them, make a fetish out of the hotspots map at EcoHealth. It at once inspires
concern and trepidation, while also inspiring awe and almost ritual performance in its
presentation at events, seminars, policy meetings, and other forums where it is displayed.
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Anthony’s statement that “that map made us and is us” illustrates this fetish because it explicitly
pins the organization to its creation and centers the spirit of EcoHealth, while also invoking the
epistemic agency of the hotspots map over the organization itself as if it were a totemic spirit. It
captures the spirit of the place and is itself a blueprint of how to engage in the world. From this I
understand, why in the creation of a new website the hotspots map must be center for scientists,
expert, and non-expert individual to behold and see.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I introduced my role as development/marketing intern and my assignment
to assist in developing a new website for EcoHealth Alliance. In brainstorming ideas for the
website with my supervisor and key informant, Anthony Ramos, I was introduced to the hotspots
map, a product of a paper EcoHealth authored 10 years ago, that to this day is used as a bench
marker for scientific practices both good and bad, at EcoHealth. In learning the origins of the
hotspot map, I have come to understand the map as a key symbol of EcoHealth Alliance that
represents feelings of anxiety for research scientists surrounding the scientific practice of
modeling, while also representing feelings of empowerment and persuasion for members of the
marketing and development team. Upon further analysis of these concentrated feelings, I
ultimately observed that the scientific practice of modeling inspires caution, trepidation, and
anxiety for research scientists because of the practice of assumption, which I frame as a
comparable form of risk analysis that becomes incredibly difficult to categorize as objective,
despite the quantitative rigor behind it. Additionally, I consider the charismatic influence of the
organization’s president in producing data that presents as epistemically agential and thus
beyond the scope of control, which is a point of further tension for the research scientists. For the
marketing and development team, this epistemic agency proves a boon for conducting the kind
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of fundraising and awareness work that EcoHealth alliance conducts. I ultimately show how this
illustrates the way in which the hotspots map, as an object produced by charismatic data,
becomes a fetishized object that is able to produce certain kinds of feelings and perpetuate
practices that give the research scientists pause, but nonetheless inspire productivity and generate
other kinds of charismatic data and marketing/development engagement in the world. In
conducting this particular analysis, I engage critically with the notion of data as epistemic agents,
and ultimately develop a novel illustration of what an anthropology of modeling/risk might look
like.
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Prelude to One Health

(Fig 10. A diagram mapping what One Health as a framework with multiple actors looks like. One Health in
theory.)

(Fig 11. An EcoHealth Research Scientist operating as a practitioner One Health in practice.)
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Chapter 3: An IDEEAL One Health Approach
“Vaguely specific, specifically vague”
What’s the mission of EcoHealth Alliance? This was the last question I asked during my
interviews with the research scientists and development/marketing team members. The question
was met with laughter and sometimes embarrassment. Some people answered, “we literally just
got a FAQ sheet with this on it” and others asked, “is this a question about the conservation stuff
that we do, but kind of don’t?” When I reported the answers to Anthony as part of my quid pro
quo with the organization, I asked him what he made of the varied responses that the staff had
given. He responded, very matter of factly as if expecting the answers already, that he wasn’t
surprised that almost no one really could describe what it was that EcoHealth actually did,
especially as it related to One Health.
Probing further, I asked him whether it was a matter of the research scientists and staff
actually not knowing what we do, or a matter of individuals knowing what we do, and simply
struggling with the right words to articulate it. He told me that it was a little bit of both, but that
ultimately, he was sure it had something to with the fact that the “One Health thing means a lot
of different things to a lot of different people”. Puzzled, I asked him what he meant by the One
Health thing, and what some of the competing views were. As we sat together in his office
sorting out EcoHealth Alliance t-shirts, Anthony taking a tone that conveyed his surprise and
bemusement, noted that the thing which attracts a lot regular attention from ordinary citizens and
fundraisers to the organization is the “conservation stuff”. If you ask Anthony, the “conservation
stuff is the One Health stuff, which we’re doing, but I’m not sure its conservation like that. I
mean I know we do it” he said pausing for a moment to collect his thoughts, “but I think
everything we do is conservation and the One Health stuff is a cool, kind of catch all way of
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saying that”. When I pressed further he remarked that when some people say One Health they
mean conservation. When others say it, they mean we have a veterinarian. And then when others
say it they mean we have a veterinarian working with an epidemiologist, who is working with a
policy person, etc. I remarked to him that I could see why the mission question was so important
for him. It seems like everyone isn’t on the same page per se when it comes to the One Health
aspect of EcoHealth. “Exactly” he said, “One Health is both specific and vague, and you can see
it in our mission”.
Anthony’s comments on One Health and its relationship to the mission of EcoHealth
Alliance was not a unique one at the organization. In fact, many of the EcoHealth research
scientists and staff members believed with a great amount of certainty that they did in fact know
what EcoHealth Alliance was doing, and that the organization was centered around using a One
Health approach to pandemic prevention. However, none of the research scientists or staff that I
spoke with could themselves articulate, a confident degree of certainty, specifically what this
approach was, and what exactly any of it meant in comparison to other so-called One Health
approaches such as “Planetary Health” or “One World, One Health”. Additionally, everyone I
interviewed whom I asked, “what’s the mission of EcoHealth Alliance?” prefaced their answer
with here is what I think the mission says, and here is what I think we actually do. This particular
issue is one that isn’t unique to EcoHealth Alliance but is in fact an issue typical of anything that
wants to have a One Health association.
The problem of defining exactly what is meant by the term One Health is actually very
tricky and, in this chapter, I think through the tricky history of One Health and the problems
associated with its conceptualization, as well as the various researchers who have offered their
own analyses on the framework. Additionally, I compare two One Health programs: a neglected
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tropical disease program centered around food-borne worms in a Northern Lao village, and
EcoHealth’s Infectious Disease Emergence and Economics of Altered Landscapes (IDEEAL)
Project. The former I use as an example of what an unrealized One Health program looks like on
and the latter I use as an illustration of what a more robust and elaborated One Health program
presents as. Given the unique tools that EcoHealth Alliance prides itself on, (i.e. the models,
maps, and software programs) but has a difficult time articulating as One Health, I present the
possibility of the IDEEAL program potentially being a symbol for EcoHealth that allows it to
escape the vagueness of its mission statement, and articulate for the research scientists what it
means to be practitioners of One Health.
Tricky Histories
The first time I was introduced to Billy, it was said in his introduction prior to him
speaking that he was the man that coined the term “One Health”. While Billy never defined One
Health during his presentation, when I went to speak with him following the talk, to share my
excitement at meeting the man who coined the term, he was quite humble, expressing to me that
he never sought to coin something, but he simply described something that should’ve already
been obvious. The Wikipedia page for One Health provides a citation (Weiss 2003) for the
following statement linking Billy and the coinage of the term:

"One Health" was mentioned in a story about Ebola hemorrhagic fever on April 7, 2003,
when Rick Weiss of the Washington Post quoted William Karesh as saying, "Human or
livestock or wildlife health can't be discussed in isolation anymore. There is just one
health. And the solutions require everyone working together on all the different levels."
Billy’s coinage of the term One Health is important, because it benchmarks a moment of
distinction from earlier concepts related to the idea of One Health such as One Medicine.
Originally coined in the 1800’s by the Canadian pathologist William Osler, who is widely
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recognized alongside his teacher Rudolf Virchow, a German physician and statesman, as the
“Fathers of Modern Medicine” (Cardiff, Ward, Barthold 2008, 18), the concept of One Medicine
was about integrating the medical thinking and practices of pathologists and physicians, with that
of veterinarians (Zinsstag et. al 2013). Virchow’s work on the parasitic worm Trichinella spiralis
and its infection of pork, led to his coining the term ‘zoonosis’ to describe the relationship
between humans, animals, and infectious diseases while establishing the first public health
measures for dealing with such cases. His idea that “there should be no dividing line between
human and animal medicine” influenced Osler, who taught both medical and veterinary students
at McGill College and Montreal Veterinary College and promoted comparative pathology of
humans and animals (Gyles 2016, 345).
The One Medicine concept fell out of the imagination of the medical and veterinary
establishment, but was later thoroughly conceptualized by Calvin Schwabe, an epidemiologist at
the University of California, Davis School of Veterinary Medicine who in 1976 “fully
recognized the close systemic interaction of humans and animals for nutrition, livelihood and
health” (Zinsstag et. al 2013). Schwabe, who was influenced by his work with Dinka pastoralists
recognized that the earliest forms of health and healing are still practiced by traditional pastoral
societies, and that the Dinka pastoralists view what we might consider distinct biomedical
categories of knowledge between humans and animals as being a common body of knowledge
for all species (Majok and Schwabe 1996). From Schwabe’s work an impressive veterinary
apparatus was made, but it emerged as a clinically separate entity from the fields of public
health, ecology, and medicine more generally, and remaining siloed within schools of veterinary
medicine, only occasionally crossing over into other schools as topical field of interest. In this
way One Medicine, while now fully developed as a paradigm with a set of veterinary practices,
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remained consistent in the tradition that Virchow and Osler began it as, albeit with a more global
focus.
Billy’s coining of the term One Health provides a paradigm shift simply because of the
replacement of the word medicine with health. Where scores of scientists, researchers, medical
and veterinary practitioners before him were concerned with medicine, as evidenced by the work
of Virchow, Osler, and Schwabe, Billy is concerned with health. As a response to the control
methods of the past where individuals wait for the disease to emerge, respond to it, and then
hopefully get rid of it, One Health shifts the focus towards preventing the disease in the first
place by aiming to understand the factors that contribute to the emergence from the get go (Chien
2013). As such the development of a One Health strategic framework is aimed at reducing the
associated risks of infectious disease emergence between the human-animal-ecosystem interfaces
by engaging in cross-sectoral, collaborative, and multidisciplinary work (2013, 219).
One Medicine was focused on the clinical practices and treatment of infectious and noninfectious disease within animals, with a specific comparative attention paid to understanding
how these diseases might develop between the species and what, if anything, could be learned
from one species to help another. One Health is about the relationship of health between wildlife,
domestic livestock, and humans and the ways in which everyone, meaning doctors, veterinarians,
government officials, and even the lay person come together regardless of status to contribute to
the maintenance of or interconnected health. Billy’s conceptualizing of health also points to a
distinction between health (i.e. public health) and medicine as disciplines that was missing from
the One Medicine framework. Where medicine is about treatment, health is about prevention.
One Health isn’t about treating disease it’s about preventing it, at all levels, in all species and in
an integrative, not comparative way.
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Despite this articulation of One Health, and its “unprecedented revival in the last decade
with fostered awareness, scientific debate, research programs (www.onehealthcommission.org),
integrated disease surveillance (www.promedmail.org) and an open toolbox in the fields of
disease surveillance, epidemiological studies and health care provision, cooperation between
human and animal health, isolated silo thinking, particularly in the public health sector, still
persists” (Zinsstag et. al 2013, 152). This is an odd thing for a framework that has “gained
recognition nationally and internationally as a practical and innovative approach to global health
challenges that recognizes the interconnections among humans, animals and their shared
environment as well as the economic, cultural and physical factors that influence health”
(Conrad, Meek, and Dumit 2003). This is likely because as straightforward sounding as this
might seem however, there is still ambiguity as to what it means to implement a One Health
framework. The concept of One Health was never as novel as it seemed when the term was
coined in 2003 by Billy while he was working for what was then the Wildlife Conservation
Society (WCS). The call for integrated, collaborative, and cross-sectoral approaches to infectious
disease control had always been happening, the problem was that roles were never fully
understood, and the global nature of infectious diseases made these collaborative health
governance efforts less efficient and, in many cases, unrealized (Jerolmack 2013).
The clear ambiguity presented by the One Health framework leaves it open to a wide
variety of interpretations and an equally wide variety of ways in which to act on them. As such
EcoHealth’s history as the merged and rebranded offices of Wildlife Trust and the Consortium
for Conservative Medicine, and its current orientation as an environmental public health
nongovernmental organization (NGO), with an expressed “unique” One Health approach
provides itself as productive field site from which I can consider what One Health actually
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means. Part of why this is productive is because EcoHealth as an organization that doesn’t
explicitly define what it means by One Health. On the organization’s website, under a section
titled “What makes us different?” it notes:

Our unique 'One Health' approach uses a multidisciplinary method to solve health
challenges caused by global changes and human-animal interactions. We work with local
governments, in-country scientists, and policymakers around the world to make critical
on-the-ground-changes for the prediction and prevention of infectious disease. Our
dedicated scientists conduct field research and develop tools to save ecosystems and
predict and prevent pandemics.
EcoHealth positions itself vis-à-vis the concept of One Health as a facilitator of the
shared health interests between humans and animals, and then places these relationships within
the context of dynamic ecosystem changes. This is specific enough to let you know that the
organization works at the forefront of One Health, but it is still vague enough that it makes one
wonder what exactly this looks like. It is no wonder then, that research scientists at EcoHealth
have a difficult time articulating the One Health aspect of what it is that they do, despite their
claims that they know it. While guiding One Heath principles are vague, I turn to a case study of
a One Health program to pull from it guiding principles. I then use those principles to analyze the
IDEEAL program at EcoHealth Alliance, which I consider a salient example of One Health that
the organization can center itself around to help the research scientists articulate clearly what
makes EcoHealth Alliance unique in theory and in practice.

One Health Case Study # 1
Recent threats posed to global health by zoonotic diseases such as Ebola, SARS, and avian
influenza have contributed to the increased call for prevention and treatment strategies attuned to
the complexities of zoonotic illnesses. As a result of such outbreaks plans for disease intervention
programs that utilize a One Health framework have become more and more prevalent, with not
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only epidemiologists and medical doctors, but also social scientists, veterinarians, and
environmentalists whose research are attuned to human-animal interactions working together to
prevent large scale outbreaks from occurring or mitigate them before they cause catastrophe.
While these programs aim to lower the risks of emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases
(Degeling et. al 2015), the focus of One Health has primarily been on emerging and reemerging
infectious diseases of a usually mammalian origin, and as such attempts to use the framework for
combating Neglected Tropical Diseases (NTDs) are scarce. Since most of the NTDs aren’t
necessarily zoonotic diseases this is not a surprise. However, some NTDs such as food-borne
trematodiases, worm infections transmitted through contaminated food and water, are zoonotic.
As such a One Health approach may be well suited to any potential control and/or eradication
efforts.
As a NTD that belongs to the category of zoonotic ailments, food-borne trematodes are a
serious problem not only for humans but also for animals that eat aquatic plant life containing the
worm larvae such as pigs, foxes, cows, dogs, cats, and rodents; all of which are eaten by humans
(Keiser and Utzinger 2009). Serious economic and ecological problems are born from these
illnesses and the exponential growth of aquaculture in areas where the disease is prevalent,
primarily in countries on the Asian continent, only exacerbate the issue and put local economies
at risk of collapse. As aquaculture expands and multiple species are farmed, worms will
continue to spread and affect both aquatic and land animals. Because the animals themselves are
affected and potentially die from the infection, the very resource that allows the aquaculture to
thrive is in jeopardy of diminishing (Murray and Peeler 2005).
I chose this case study primarily because it presents unique risk factors which require
focused prevention and treatment efforts not only on humans, but also on the animal reservoirs
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and vectors of the worms. While chemotherapeutic, surgical, and mass drug administrative are
valid forms of treatment, it is clear that the interconnected nature of this particular disease at the
ecological, biological, economic, and political level require a unique approach to prevent and
mitigate future catastrophe. As such a One Health control program was tested and implemented
in Northern Lao in a remote ethnic minority village that was hyper endemic for Taenia solium, a
worm infection of humans and pigs that causes the NTD Cysticercosis (Bardosh et. al 2013).
Instead of solely focusing on mass drug administration (MDA) and anthelminthic treatments of
the human patients, an intervention of the aforementioned treatments routes were implemented
alongside a vaccination and anthelminthic regiment for the pigs. While this integrated One
Health approach worked to some extent, several paradoxes and conundrums were identified that
revealed the biosocial complexities that this particular One Health program failed to consider. As
such, a multidisciplinary team led by applied medical anthropologist Kevin Bardosh and
including “a veterinarian with prior experience in qualitative research (both international), a Lao
veterinarian and a Lao medical doctor” (2013, 217) all of whom lent their various disciplinary
expertise to the evaluation and implementation of the program, were consulted to evaluate the
program and make recommendations.
One area that the program failed to consider was the sociocultural risk factors and
determinants of infection within this particular village. Using a mix of ethnographic methods and
quantitative analysis it became clear that limited market access, people’s relationships with
alcohol, the consumption of raw pork in ancestral sacrifices, and wide disparities in the use of
latrines and hygiene practices are all drivers of infection in this village. Additionally, education
was a particularly large risk factor amongst men and children, as they couldn’t explain worm
transmission, yet women could. Furthermore, despite compliance with the MDA regiments, the
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approach didn’t account for potential misunderstandings of pharmacology, side effects, human
migration, and the fear of worms by children (2013, 219). While, the One Health approach in this
case highlights a clear integration of biomedical practices for humans and animals, it still needs
to be grounded form a biosocial perspective.
If consider food-borne trematodiases for a One Health control program, then it must be far
more robust and considerate of the biosocial than was the case of the control program for
Cysticercosis. The aquaculture that allows foodborne worms to thrive must be taken seriously, as
it’s the most important risk factor, not just in the biological context, but also in its sociocultural
and economic contexts as well. For about one billion people, the animals associated with the
aquaculture food sector, which is also larger than the meat sector in these areas, contributes to a
fourth of their total animal protein supply (Keiser and Utzinger 2009). This is the area that
generates income, mobility, and employment, so the development of this sector is central to the
livelihoods of billions. However, the rapid growth of this sector is also contributing to immense
ecological disruption and transformation, and as such these types of animal diseases are emerging.
An emphasis is usually not placed on the veterinary side of the infection and it is easy to
couch the disease in terms of its economic and aquatic factors, but the actual marine life and animal
intermediaries play a large role, and their health is far less likely to be considered within the
formation of traditional kinds of disease control programs. Lastly, in further considering the
regions affected knowledge of the actual regions is also important and something that the One
Health approach accounts for is the utilizing of social scientists and non-biological specialists in
the not just the implementation and evaluation of the program but also its construction. Particularly
for regions on the Asian continent, the use of anthropologists, historians, and social scientists is
especially helpful in the creation and mapping of relevant cultural, social, and political networks
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and histories. Medical anthropologists such as Paul Farmer (2001), Shirley Lindenbaum (2013),
Merrill Singer (2015), and Maria Inhorn and Peter Brown (1990), have provided numerous
frameworks for mapping the sociocultural and structural aspects of infectious disease programs,
and collaborating with multidisciplinary teams to reach community articulated health outcomes.
What this case study shows is that if a One Health approach is constructed and
implemented, then it must engage not just biomedically with humans, animals, and the
environment, but it must not neglect the clear social, cultural, and economic factors that allow
these diseases to subsist in these environments. Strategies must consider these sociocultural and
economic pathologies, and approach control in a multitude of ways. As an example of a recent
infectious disease One Health program, this case study presents a few guiding principles of what
a One Health program might come to look like. In the following case study of IDEEAL, I show
how EcoHealth has further adapted the One Health program evaluation/implementation by
drawing on the combined expertise of veterinarians, epidemiologists, behavioral scientists,
economists, and ecologists.
One Health Case Study #2
The Infectious Disease Emergence and Economics of Altered Landscapes (IDEEAL)
“program investigates how changes to landscapes contribute to disease emergence and its
associated costs” (website). While over 60% of zoonotic disease within the past sixty years have
originated from animal reservoirs, more than half of these diseases were linked to specific changes
in land use, food production, and other forms intense agricultural change such as land
deforestation. Such accelerated and intense land use developments not only propel the emergence
of infectious disease, but also leads to the diversification of zoonotic diseases due to spillover, the
jumping of an infection from one species to another, from increased human and animal contact.
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While one could focus solely on biomedical interventions to try and prevent these diseases,
IDEEAL’s key strategy is to reduce both the threat of pandemic potential and climate change by
trying to accurately capture the value of ecosystems both in economic terms, and in terms of the
role ecosystems play in disease regulatory processes. As one of the research scientists who works
on IDEEAL put it, “the program is about saving the environment and preventing disease
emergence, by doing a cost/benefit analysis of all the ecological and human development processes
that are happening in this forest in Malaysia, and saying look if you do this then it will lead to this,
and it will cost you this.” IDEEAL is best summed up by Toph’s words from Chapter 1, “suffering
is costly”, which IDEEAL tries to center for all of its interested parties very clearly.
Unlike the NTD One Health program, IDEEAL is program that was crafted with One
Health in mind, meaning that the project team drew from their own specific methodological
backgrounds to create the framework for its implementation. This is the space of uniqueness that
EcoHealth is referring to when the organization talks about a unique One Health approach. The
multidisciplinary method to solve health challenges in this particular example is the collaborative
efforts of an economist, a conservationist, a disease ecologist, and epidemiologist, a small
behavioral science team, some veterinarians, and then Malaysian doctors, health workers,
educators, policymakers, and lay people all working together to protect Malaysia’s forest from
deforestation, increased urbanization, land degradation due to the palm oil trade as well as
protecting both Malaysians and citizens elsewhere from infectious diseases. What I’ve described
here is the base minimum of what constitutes a One Health program. However, based on an
analysis of the program goals, it becomes clearer where the nuances of the multidisciplinary One
Health approach come to bear.
According to the EcoHealth website the goals of the IDEEAL program are as follows:
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•

Build models of land-use change and economics of disease emergence that can be used
by local and regional decision makers;

•

Describe the relationship between disease emergence, land-use change, and human
behavior, and quantify an ecosystem's disease regulating value;

•

Build toolkits and establish a center of excellence to develop and promote best practices,
research, and reduced-impact land use guidance; and

•

Engage private companies and educate and empower civil society stakeholders to work
together for a healthy and sustainable future.

If we take the first goal and consider it against the problems of modeling that I identify in
Chapter 2, then at first glance a criticism of this endeavor might be that charismatic data with
western imaginations are getting to create and influence policy for south east Asian individuals
with different imaginaries of what their future might look like. When I raised this point with one
of the research scientists, they acknowledged that usually that’s how it might work, but in this
case, as they put it “ the Malaysians to a healthy degree are the ones collecting the data, providing
it to us, or we’re out there collecting it with them in a collaborative way, and you know at the end
of the day we all surprisingly want the same thing and the same goal in mind, which is reducing
costs both economic and, ya know, [referring to death] biological”.
I asked another research scientist whether or not this kind of collaboration was as neat as
it seems, and their response was that “of course with any kind of project people butt heads, and it
can sometimes be frustrating especially because we all have the same agendas but realistically,
you know, everyone kind of has an agenda, not in a negative sense. But we are trying to juggle
demands from citizens, the government, the USAID, our own stuff, but for the most part everything
actually falls in line and stuff gets done”. This point is especially critical because when the website
describes the modeling process under the IDEEAL program, is states the following:
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With these models, we can provide those in charge of making decisions about our globe's
quickly changing landscape tools which will empower them to make smart choices, for
the health of humans, of their jurisdiction's unique wildlife, and of the environment as a
whole.
Based on what the research scientists tell me and what the website says, it appears that the
empowerment of individuals to make smart decisions is taken seriously, and the collaborative
efforts of the multidisciplinary team to make recommendations to the Malaysian government is
filled with charismatic data with Malaysian ideas in mind.
After analyzing the first point, I want to draw attention to the third point of the IDEEAL
program, because the building toolkits section further captures the uniqueness in EcoHealth’s
approach to One Health programming, aside of their point about building multidisciplinary teams.
What is meant by building toolkits? According to the IDEEAL section of EcoHealth’s website,
this primarily concerns the capacity building and strengthening of various systems (i.e.
educational, public health, governmental, economic) within Malaysia. This intensive capacity
building is important because it engages in community building that is collaborative in nature,
and sustainable in its practicality.
The image in the prelude to Chapter 3 of Dr. Allison White, an epidemiologist at
EcoHealth who works as IDEEAL’s Community Engagement Coordinator, illustrates the longterm community engagement by EcoHealth in establishing educational seminars around the work
that is getting done with regards to One Health in Malaysia. As Allison’s quote reads under the
picture of the website, “it’s of equal value to share that work and other One Health knowledge
with our partners in the places where we're on the ground working. That way, our scientific
advances can be translated into positive change for these communities." These translations take
the form of infographics (see appendix), the establishment of graduate departments in Malaysia,
where students are trained in interdisciplinary methods to study and help reduce the risk of the
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infectious disease associated with land use and development, and lastly EcoHealth research
scientists alongside Malaysian researchers and partners present the information to interested
partners as a team rather than as isolated, siloed entities which is often the nail in the coffin of
One Health programming. By all accounts and analysis, even by some of the most skeptical
research scientists at EcoHealth Alliance, IDEEAL illustrates what it means to practice One
Health. As one of EcoHealth Alliance’s more skeptical research scientist put it “IDEEAL is the
ideal program here. It may still be a PREDICT project, but I think it represents us in a way that
gets at that uniqueness you always hear about”.
Conclusion
When I asked research scientists at EcoHealth to tell me mission statement of the
organization, some were at a loss for words, others described what they thought it was by
drawing on their evaluation of their own work, and only two people accurately described the
mission statement. If I took all of the answers two themes come up. The first is One Health and
the second is preventing pandemic disease. When I asked individuals to describe what they
though the One Health aspect of the organization was they pointed to conservation but couldn’t
quite identify where the organization did conservation. Interestingly enough, the go to program
that most research scientists describe, whether they realized or not was actually IDEEAL. Where
one research scientist described a want for more capacity building and on the ground work and
community engagement, another wanted more visual deliverables showcasing our programs and
the nature of the interdisciplinary work we did. IDEAAL is the program with the heaviest
capacity building apparatus and the most visually arresting deliverables. It would seem however,
that despite the collaborative nature of the research scientists’ work, more research scientists than
one might expect simply don’t know enough about what their colleagues are doing. They have
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vague understandings, but not enough specifics to articulate clearly the uniqueness of EcoHealth
and the work that their colleagues are doing, or they have enough specifics about a certain
program but fail to see the connection between said program in the grand scheme of the
organizations mission.
In this chapter I teased out this vague/specific dichotomy that surrounds the mission of
EcoHealth and linked it to vagueness/specificity that has surrounded One Health back to when it
used to be called One Medicine. In presenting the differences between One Medicine and One
Health, I show how in the development of these frameworks certain goals get articulated but
remain unrealized because of the practical and sometimes ideological problems with the
implementation of One Health programs. I analyze a One Health program aimed at dealing with
a zoonotic disease that poses severe ecological, economic, and biologically threats to illustrate
how a One Health program gets implemented but can fail to live up to its own ideological
framework. I then compare this against the IDEEAL program, which takes seriously the One
Health framework, and is comparable in its conditions to the first One Health case study.
IDEEAL as a program is an ideal one because it avoids the shortcomings of the first case study
in a myriad of ways, and ultimately, I present the program as having the potential to clear up the
vagueness/specificity surrounding the mission of EcoHealth and provide a means of articulating
for the research scientists what it means to be One Health practitioners.
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Prelude to the Conclusion

(Fig 12. A sketch of what I thought the new EcoHealth website should look like based on my intern work with
Anthony.)
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Conclusion
On the final day of fieldwork Anthony asked me if I had enjoyed my time at EcoHealth. I
responded that the entire experience had been surreal. He laughed saying that he hoped it was
good thing, to which I responded that it was not only good, but it was surreal because when we
began our work together we weren’t so sure of what I might observe and connect as an outsider
looking in to such a peculiar place. I told him that on June 7th at 4:00 pm, I would give a Science
and Chill talk on the project, but when I come to do it I would no longer be an intern but an
anthropologist speaking back to his collaborators. Some of the research scientists, and in fact
Peter especially, might find my observations and analysis at once discomforting and maybe even
jarring. To my surprise Anthony remarked that he hoped so.
Over the course of this project I have come to know research scientists, staff members,
and associated colleagues of an organization whose mission it is to do something that most
people, including the people doing it, find impossible. At the start of my project my interest lay
with understanding how the members of EcoHealth Alliance, a niche organization conducting
fascinating work at the frontier of infectious disease ecology and public health, creates meaning
for itself. As an organization dedicated at its core to predicting and preventing the next pandemic
disease, I wondered how the organization and the people who work for it go about distinguishing
themselves amongst a vast network of global health actors and other private organizations all
vying to in some capacity be the ones responsible for saving the world. What I learned is that
EcoHealth as an organization is unabashedly resolute in its commitment not just to the
impossible task, but that as an organization it is committed to being different in ways that other
organizations are not.
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EcoHealth Alliance markets itself as unique because of their approach to trying to predict
and prevent the next pandemic disease. Their ability to produce provocative science, much to
dismay of some, has proven itself to be a blessing as evidenced by their acquisition of over $200
million dollars’ worth of contracts and grants from private contractors, federal science and
security agencies, and private donors. By that same token it has also proven itself a daunting
endeavor, which has created for the research scientists and staff members of the organization
moments of anxiety, existential crises, doubt, and the questioning of integrity. This selfidentified uniqueness in their approach to preventing the next pandemic disease and this claim to
scientific and organization difference, I have argued allows them to create and implement new
tools and programs for navigating the volatile human-animal-ecosystem interfaces, and the
shifting landscape of health and biosecurity in an increasingly precarious world.
In Chapter One, I theorized what an anthropology of the contemporary, as understood
through the lens of biosecurity, might come to look like using three anthropologists, Stephen
Collier, Andrew Lakoff, and Paul Rabinow’s suggestion of biosecurity as a lens for
understanding the current conditions of contemporary life (i.e. an anthropology of the
contemporary) which present us with thinking about the contemporary as matter of thinking
about the future. I argue using Anna Tsing understanding of precarity as uncertainty, that
thinking through an anthropology of the contemporary means thinking about survivability. When
thought of this way then biosecurity can be thought of as making bare life safe, and programs
such as PREDICT become less about the capacity for pushing the limits of human ingenuity to
imagine the future, and instead come to represent the ways in which contemporary living is
marked by the loss of familiarity because of the problematization, of what were once distinct
ways of understanding issues related to the relationship between human, animals, and the larger
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ecosystem relationships. The establishment of PREDICT as a biosecurity program and
EcoHealth as a site of biosecurity practices respectively, represent the development of an attempt
to theorize this anthropology of the contemporary, and more specifically I use them as examples
of the current biosecurity preoccupation with preparedness against generic biothreats.
In Chapter 2, I introduced my role as development/marketing intern and my assignment
to assist in developing a new website for EcoHealth Alliance. In brainstorming ideas for the
website with my supervisor and key informant, Anthony Ramos, I was introduced to the hotspots
map, which I analyzed as a key symbol of EcoHealth Alliance that represents feelings of anxiety
for research scientists surrounding the scientific practice of modeling, while also representing
feelings of empowerment and persuasion for members of the marketing and development team.
I considered the charismatic influence of the organization’s president in producing data that
presents as epistemically agential and thus beyond the scope of control, which is a point of
further tension for the research scientists but proves a boon for conducting the kind of
fundraising and awareness work that EcoHealth alliance operates. I ultimately showed how this
illustrates the way in which the hotspots map, as an object produced by charismatic data,
becomes a fetishized object that is able to produce certain kinds of feelings and perpetuate
practices that give the research scientists pause, but nonetheless inspire productivity and generate
other kinds of charismatic data and marketing/development engagement in the world. In
conducting this particular analysis, I develop a novel illustration of what an anthropology of
modeling/risk might look like.
In Chapter 3, I think through the origins of the term One Health and try to situate for
EcoHealth Alliance one of its programs, IDEEAL, as representing the uniqueness that the
organization prides itself and builds itself around. This is in spite of the fact that the One Health
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paradigm remains elusive for some and is clear for others when it comes to articulating what it
means as a framework for understanding the world, and how EcoHealth Alliance uses it as a
means of carving for itself a niche role in the larger global health world.
At the conclusion of this project I have observed the modeling practices of research
scientists, participated in marketing and development assignments such as designing a website,
and attuned myself to the politics of One Health project management, amongst other things. As a
result of this I have shown that the creation and implementation of expert knowledge regarding
pandemic prevention is not simply a reflection of objective scientific fact. It is instead a
reflection of how disease ecologists, policy makers, modelers, and other public health
professionals imagine, make sense of, and navigate the increasingly precarious relationships
between the microbiological, ecological, and anthropocentric world.
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INFECTIOUS DISEASE EMERGENCE
AND ECONOMICS OF ALTERED
LANDSCAPES

Over 60 percent of emerging infectious diseases over the past six decades—from SARS to Ebola and
HIV—have originated in animals, with nearly half linked to land use change, agricultural intensification or
changes in food production. Land alterations accelerate the pace and diversity of human and animal
contact, enabling pathogens to spill over from animal populations, a first spark in the chain of events that
ignite global pandemics. Deforestation and forest degradation account for between 14 to 17 percent of
greenhouse gas emissions, equivalent to the entire global transportation sector. A key strategy in
reducing the dual threats from diseases of pandemic potential and climate change is a robust evidence
base that accurately captures the value of ecosystems, including their critical role in regulating disease.
In partnership with EcoHealth Alliance, a nonprofit organization focusing on local conservation and
global health, this program applies data from Sabah, Malaysia, and assigns value to an ecosystem’s
infectious disease regulatory role. The work is producing economically sound strategies to achieve
reduced impact land use policy.
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INFECTIOUS DISEASE EMERGENCE AND ECONOMICS OF ALTERED LANDSCAPES |

1

ECOHEALTH ALLIANCE

The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) Infectious
Disease Emergence and Economics of Altered Landscapes program
investigates how changes to landscapes contribute to disease
emergence and its associated costs.
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